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This report, presented in three volumes, provides the results of a two-motor Delta Qualification
2 program conducted in 1993 to certify the following enhancements for incorporation into
Booster Separation Motor (BSM) flight hardware:
• Vulcanized-in-place nozzle aft closure insulation
• New iso-static ATJ bulk graphite throat insert material
• Adhesive EA 9394 for bonding the nozzle throat, igniter grain rod/centering insert/igniter case
• Deletion of the igniter adapter insulator ring
• Deletion of the igniter adapter/igniter case interface RTV
• Deletion of Locate from igniter retainer plate threads.
The enhancements above directly resulted from (1) the BSM Total Quality Management (TQM)
Team initiatives to enhance the BSM producibility, and (2) the necessity to qualify new throat
insert and adhesive systems to replace existing materials that will not be available.
Testing was completed at both the component and motor levels. Component testing was
accomplished to screen candidate materials (e.g., throat materials, adhesive systems) and to
optimize processes (e.g., aft closure insulator vulcanization approach) prior to their incorporation
into the test motors. Motor testing -- consisting of two motors, randomly selected by USBI's on-
site quality personnel from production lot AAY, which were modified to accept the enhancements
-- were completed to provide the final qualification of the enhancements for incorporation into
flight hardware.
This report addresses the motor level test results, with summary discussions of the component
level testing where appropriate. Volume I discusses the results obtained from the Delta
Qualification 2 testing. Volume II details the environmental testing (vibration and shock)
conducted at Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) to which the motors were subjected prior to
static testing. Volume Ill provides various supporting documentation to Volumes I and II,
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T_e pu_ose of this procedure is to define the steps necessa_ to
perform a shock test in the _rotec_ic Shock Facility in Building
4619 using blasting caps and mild detonating fuse (MDF) or flexible
l_near shaped charge (F_C).
1.2
This document contains the steps to prepare the facility, conduct the
test, and steps to follow in the event of misfires.
2.0 SAFETY
The operating policies set forth in EP01-SOP-01 "Standard Operating
Procedure for Safety Critical Operations", shall be adhered to.





The Test Engineer will be responsible for personnel in the test
activities and shall be ndtified immediately of any personnel
activities.
3.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
EPT01-SOP-01, "Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical Operations"
ED73-SHK-SOP-006, "Safety Requirements and Procedures for the Operation of
the P_-rotechnic Shock Facility"
AMC-R 385-100, Army Materiel Command Safety Manual
HiM 17_0.4, Safety and Environmental Heal_h Standards
M2_I 1710.6, MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI 1710.1, Safety Review and Approval of MSFC Hazardous Activities
MMI lS45.1, Hazard Communication Program
NHB ITO0.1(VI-A), Basic Safety Manual




4.1 The Test Engineer will be in charge of all test preparations and
activities.
4.2 All test activities shall be coordinated with the Test Engineer.



















For each measurement location select an accelercmeter of
a type suitable for the amplitude expected.
calibrate each accelerometer per ED73-SHK-FOP-008.
PRETEST FACILITY CHECKOUT
Verify that no flammable solvents, paints, gases, etc.,
are present in the hazardous area.
Verify tha_ conductive floor mats are in place.
Verify floor mats and test, checkout, and assembly
hardware are connected to the facility grounding system.
Verify the resistance of the conductive floor mats are
less than 1 Ohm.
Recorded resistance reading Ohm
Verify that no leads are connected to the junction box
terminals.
Move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Connect 12 Volts t_ the firing panel.
Insert firing key and verify panel meter indicates the
correct voltage.
Switch key to "ARMZD" position and verify power indicator
light is illuminated.
Open red cover and flip firing switch, verify bulb on
junction box llghts.
Close red cover.
switch key to "SAFE" position.
Move Junction box switch to "METER" position.
Switch key to "ARMED" position and verify power indicator
light ks illuminated.
Open red cover and flip firing switch, verify that meter















switch key to "SAFE" position and disconnect voltage
source.
Remove firing key.
CHECKOUT. INSTALLAT!ON_ AND HOOKUP OF ORDNA_CK
Verify Class 1.1 signs are posted on the outside walls of
Room 170.
Verify that no severe weather or electrical storms are
within l0 miles of the immediate vicinity.
Verify thatno flammable solvents, paints, gases, etc.,
are present in the hazardous area.
Verify that conductive floor mats are in place.
Verify floor mats and test, checkout, and assembly
hardware are connected to the facility grounding systems.
Verify the resistance of the conductive floor mats are
less than 1 Ohm.
Recorded resistance reading Ohm
Verify all non-essential personnel are clear of the test
area.
Verify operational personnel are :
a. Wearing 100 percent cotton coveralls, shorts,
undershirts, and socks, and street or safety shoes.
b. Remove all matches, lighters, Jewelry, and all
battery-powered devices such as electrical wrist watches,
calculators) portable radios, etc.
During periods of connecting blasting caps, MDF, and
FLSC, a maximum of two people (to be designated by the
Test Engineer) will be permitted to remain in the area.
Verify that safety goggles, hearing protection, and
wriststats or legstats are worn by personnel who will be
installlng explosive items.
Verify that ".he faring panel is in a "SAFE" condition and
remove arming key.from panel. The key is to be kept An
the possession of the person installing the ordinance
device.














Install required MDF or FLSC on exciter plate.
ED73-SHK-FOP-004
Verify switch on junction box is in "BULB" position.
Using a wrist strap checker, each person wearing a wrist
s_rap shall check their wrist strap.
In Room 170B, verify that blasting cap shorting foil is
in place and is undamaged before removing from storage
container.
Remove blasting cap from storage container and transport
to Room 170.
In Room 170, verify that wristats or legstats are in
place.
Install blasting cap on exciter plate.
Press blasting cap shorting foil firmly against facility
ground for 1 second.
In order to short the leads, slide enough shorting foil
off blasting cap to attach an alligator clip.
Remove shorting foil:
Move switch on junction box to "BULB" position.
Verify that bulb on junction box is not illuminated.
WARNING:
IT BULB GLOWS, TEEH IS 8DTTICIE_T RADIO rRZQ_¢Y IM TEE
AREA TO PO88IBLY CAVBI DETONATION OF T_J BLARTINQ CAP. TEE
CAP SHOULD BE LZFT |HORTED AND KETDRNED TO ROOX 170B STORAGE
CABINET. ALL BLASTING ACTIVITIES WILL B| C_ItTAILED UNTIL
THE R2 80_ IS KEM_V_D.
Move switch on Junction box to "METER" position.
Verify 0 volts on meter.
WARNINGs
IF VOLT&GR I8 INDICATED, TKR LIIIB8 TO TEl FZRIHG PANEL
|ZTIIRCON'KECTRDTOA VOLT&GR |OITII, C| OR KIUI PZOEZNG
UP VOLT&G! PROM RADIATION OAUIND BY K bT,AR_Y JOUROl,
TEB CAP 8XOULD B| LSFT 8EORTID AND R]fTUIUBD TO ROOM
2701 8TORAGI CABIRT. ALL ILAJTZNG &CTIYZTZII WILL BE







Move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Install blasting cap leads in junction box, move switch
to ,,FIRE" position and remove alligator clip.
Leave area, close door, and inform Test Engineer of
status.
ED73-SHK-FOP-004
Test Engineer will insure that only essential personnel
remain in Room 170A.
Prepare data acquisiuion system to acquire data.
Connect firing panel voltage supply and insert firing
key, verify that meter indicates the appropriate voltage.
Start tape recorder.
Begin countdown.
On the count of 3, put switch in "ARMXD" position, verify
that power indicator is illuminated.
On the fire command, cpen red cover and flip firing
switch.
Turn the firing panel key to the "UNARMED" position.
Remove arming key and disconnect voltage supply.
NOTEs
IF BLASTING CAP DOE8 NOT FZlt3, PROCEED TO SECTION 10.4










Wait a minimum of 5 minutes after firing before opening
door to Room 170.
Turn off flashing light outside Room 170A.
Inform Test Engineer that door is to be opened.
In Room 170, move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Remove blasting cap leads from junction box.
Inspect exciter panel to insure all explosive devices
fired properly.
Verify all operational personnel are wearing wrist
straps.
NOTE:
IF ALL EXPLOSIVE ITEMS DID NOT FIRE, GO TO EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES, IECTION 10.0
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Durina Installation and Connection of Ordnance Items:
Operational personnel shall immediately stop operations
and evacuate the test area when:
a. A fire is reported in the immediate vicinity.
b. A fire or electrical short occurs in the test area.
operational personnel shall immediately stop operations
when:
a: When lightning is detected within lO miles of the
vicinity.
b: When severe weather is reported in the vicinity.
c: Loss of facility power in the test area.
d: Significant radio frequency disturbances exist in the
vicinity.











6fter Accidental Ordnance Detonation
The following actions shall be taken in the event of an
accidental detonation of an ordnance device.
a. In the event of serious personnel injury, do no move
the injured person unless necessary to prevent further
serious injury.
b. Call ambulance (112) and/or fire department (liT) if
required.
d. Notify ED73 Test Engineer.
90 NOT TRY TO FIGHT ANY RESULTING FIRE IF THERE ARE OTHER
O_DNANCE DEVTCES IN THE ARE_,
Duvinm Firinm Countdown Operations
If evacuation of the area is directed by the ED73 Test
Engineer:
a. switch key to "SAFE" position, remove arming key, and
disconnect firing panel power.
b. Evacuate the area as directed.
Blastinm CaD Does Not Fire
Attempt to fire cap by closing "FIRE" switch and leaving
engaged for 1 minute. Repeat a minimum of three times.
If blasting cap fires, continue procedure at Section 9.0
Switch key to "SAIE" position, remove arming key, and
disconnect firing panel power.
Wait 30 minutes before entering Room 170.
Put on safety goggles, hearing protectors, and
wriststats.
In Room 170, move junction box switch to "METER"
position.
Leave room and close door.
Connect firing panel power, insert arming key, and switch
to "ARMED" position.
Open red cover and fllp firing switch, verify voltage
registers on junction box meter.
Switch key to "SAFE" position, remove arming key, and
disconnect firing panel power.
















In RoOm 170, move junction box switch to "ARMED-
position.
Leave room and close door.
Increase voltage at power source by 50%.
Connect firing panel power, insert arming key, and switch
to "ARMED" position.
Open red cover and flap firing switch.
If blasting cap firts, continue procedure at Section 9.0
ED73-SHK-FOP-004
Switch key to "SAFE" position, remove arming key, and
disconnect firing panel power.
If blasting cap does not fire, wait 30 minutes before
entering Room 176.
Obtain explosive misfire container.
Put on safety goggles, hearing protectors, and
wriststats.
In Room 170, move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Short blasting cap leads by twisting leads together and
secure with an alligator clip.
Remove blasting cap by using mechanical devices
Place cap in explosive misfire container until turned








MDF/FLSC Sewments Do Not Fire A_te_ _lastin_ CaD
Switch key to "SAFE" position, remove arming key, and
disconnect firing panel power.
Test Engineer will insure that no one enters _oom 170 for
a period of i hour after blasting cap detonation.
At the end of the required waiting period, put on safety
goggles, hearing protectors, and wriststats.
In Room 170, examine explosive to determine if it is
feasible to detonate by use of another blasting cap.
If another blasting cap may be used, continue procedure
at Section 7.10.
Obtain explosive misfire container.
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(A) CHOKED (B) SADDLED
(C) 3-D 1N SADDLED POSITION


































250 It - lbs 1/2"
100 it - lbs 3/8"
25 in - lbs 3/8"
750 in - lbs 3/8"
150 in - lbs 318"












































































AT,T,_ N HEAD SOCKETS
1/2" drive to 9/16"











Special wrenches for inspection plate nuts
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Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.)
a. Building:
b. Date of lift:











Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical llft complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E





C. Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
certify that the critical llftlne eouivment and versonnel have been
reviewed and fottnd to be in co-mDHance with the reouirements of MSFC-
#T I2eE.











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a, Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.)
a. Building:
b. Date of lift:
Checklist










Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C. Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
do Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs, completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certifT that the critical lifting _q_ipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found tQ be in compliance with the reau/rements of MSFC-
STD-12_E,











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature;
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
CheckUst






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as corffigured
Assessment prior to critical llft complete per
MSFC-STD- 12 6E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Fork/Let Driver Personnel Hoist
C, Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certif7 that the critical liftin_ eauivment and _personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in ¢0mpllan¢¢ with the reau/rement_ of MSFC-
STD- 126E,











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
Co Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify_ that the critical liftin_ equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in ¢ompUan_¢ with the requirements of MSFC-
$TD-126E,











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fat. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c, Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane __ Rigger Flagman
ForkliR Driver Personnel Hoist
Co Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I eertlfv that the critical llftin_ equipment _and versonnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the requirements of MSFC-
_TD-126E.
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4.5 Move and Setup Procedure
Personnel Responsibilities
Move BSM from Pyro Shock Area to the Vibration Test Area
6.1 Take the Test Item to the Vibration Test Room
Thermal Conditioning for Radial Axis Setup
7.1 Radial Axis Test Setup
7.2 Attach Adapter Plates to the At_ Skirt Support Brackets
7.3 Position the Test Item Over the Vibration Table Using the Overhead
Crane. Align the Test Item With the Proper Holes in the Table.
7.4 Adapter Plate Attachment to the Vibration Table
7.5 Disconnect the Lifting Straps from the Motor and Crane
Thermal Conditioning Setup
8.1 Conditioning Chamber Setup for Radial Axis
Post Test Verification
Appendix A - Test Procedure Deviations
Appendix B - Figures





This test procedure addresses all the requirements to perform
the move of the BSM from the pyro test facility to the vibration
test facility along with the thermal conditioning setup for the
Radial Axis vibration test.
1.2 Objective
The objective of the dynamic testing is to verify the physical and
functional survivability of the Booster Separation Motors. Of
particular interest for these tests are the components bonded
using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this adhesive
include the throat insert, the centering insert, and the igniter
grain support rod.
Aunlicable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certificationof Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSKA)
NS_GO 1740.9 Safety Standard for LiRing Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1(VI) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-100 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP-01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700.4 Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMI 1710.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilitiesand Activities at MSFC
MMI 1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI1711.2 Mishap Reporting and Investigation
65
MMI 1845.1 Hazard Communication Program
3.0
MMI 6400.2 Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
MSFC-RQMT-1493 Electrostatic Discharge Control Requirements
MSFC-STD-1800 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
MSFC.STD-126E Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSD-5597-93-I Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster
Separation Motor (BSM), Aug. 6, 1993
IOSPC-0067 Rev. A Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
Safety
3.1 The following safety criteriaare in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations". If safety rules/regulations are not followed,injury
to personnel and/or damage to test items could occur.










Prior to starting work in 4619 a visual inspection of the work
area shall be made for anomalies by task supervisor and safety
personnel.
WE  SFCSE
Date/Time: '_ ]7_5 ] '_'_ / -_ a_.-_
/
Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath













Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be liftedonly high
enough to clear fixed objects in the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slingsmay be leR on the hoist ifdesired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part of the lifting
equipment willbe at least seven feetfrom the floorwhen not in
use.
Crane, hoist,liftprime operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latestrevision of MMI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certificationcard.
Certificationschecked by:
Date / Time:
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityofbeing crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they will not accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with littleor no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used is equal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted sling and the free pickup point is (are)
secured to prevent it (them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The lifting or transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during ILedng operations.
Hardhats are required when the liftisat or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.
The primary safety hazards associated with this operation are:
3.13.1 LiR operations
3.13.2 Solvent Use (See NOTE)
3.13.3 Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor
67
¢0
NOTE: Grease and solvent use are only °_if needed" as
determined by the MSFC TE and CSD TE.
3.14 Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
3.14.1 The load willbe suspended in a staticcondition for an
extended amount of time.
3.14_2 A crane operator crew change or substitution must be made.
3.15 No electricpower tools shall be used near the livetest item.
Use of pneumatic tools is acceptable.
3.16 All ground cables an,i ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verifiedwith a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
3.17 All personnel within touching distance of the BSM or ordnance
shall wear a wrist strap that has been checked with a wrist
strap checker. This step should be performed each time the
wrist strap ground is broken.
3.18 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
Test Items and Test Reauirements
4.1 Test Items
The test item for the delta qualification vibration tests consists
of a live BSM which will be tested in the aR motor
configuration. The motor will be tested with an aero heat




Unless otherwise stated in this procedure, the tolerances
applicable to the test conditions described shall be as specified
in MIL-STD-810D. These tolerances are as follows:









All data taken with non-recording instruments will be
recorded in ink directly onto data sheets and/or log sheets.
The log or data sheets will identify the test being performed, the
test item, the item part number, and the applicable test
procedure. Corrections or changes will be made by drawing a
single line through the original entry. The new entry will be
made directly above the old and initialedby the person making
the entry. Each page willbe signed and dated at the bottom of
the page by the person making the entries,and counter signed
by the testengineer after review.
Test Conditions
The live delta qualification motor will be vibration tested at a
specific temperature. The motor will be either be tested at 25°F
or at 125°F depending on which motor is controlled by this
procedure.
The MSFC TE is responsible for checking the weather conditions
before the move. The test site'srelativehumidity must be above
20%. Ifthe humidity is not above 20%, allmove operations willbe
postponed until favorable weather conditions resume.
,
--.
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there is no lighting within 10 miles.
(MET team phone number .... 876-2465).
Iflightning is within I0 miles during any time that a live
BSM isin building 4619, the MSFC 'rE shall make
arrangements to disconnect the motor ground from the
facilityground. The motor shall remain ungrounded until
the lightning is out of range.
When reconnecting the ground after a lightning storm, a
100Kohm resistor should be connected to the ground wire from
the motor before connecting to facility ground. This allows any
charge on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistor
should be left connected for no less than 30 seconds.
ARer the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from facility ground







It is not recommended to transport the motor in the rain. However, if
the motor must be moved in the rain, it should be wrapped in
Velostat and sealed with conductive tape.
Test Equipment
All measurements shall be made with instruments and
equipment whose accuracy and/or calibration has been
verified.
Calibration Acceptable J"_.. . . (MFSC TE)
Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
The heaviest liftduring all of the delta qualification testing
willbe liftingthe motor while in its shipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 Ibs.
All forkliftsand overhead hoists must be load (break) tested
to at least 110% of thisweight (i.e.350 Ibs.).This testmust be
performed prior to any handling of the BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM is liftedby the
same handling equipment. It is therefore recommended that
the break tests be performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proof load must be at least 350 Ibs.
b, Lift the dummy load clear of the ground (lessthan 1 foot)and
lower to ground three times, holding for five minutes on the
third lift.Lifting straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPENDIX B FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
Procedure for the Move and Setup
After review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
minimum of the MSFC TE, MSFC SE, and the MSFC QA.
As soon as possible after a test failure,a deviation from the
specifiedtest environment, or any other incident which affects
the testor testitem, MSFC willnotify the authorized UT/CSD
representative of the event verbally and willthen generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy of the Test
Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix A. Photographs




All tests will be witnessed by the authorized UT/CSD
representative and USBI representative. The MSFC test
engineer will also witness the testing (moving and setup).
Notification of the start of the move shall be communicated to
the authorized UT/CSD and USBI representatives and the




5.2 The MSFC "rE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All handling of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
5.3 Jim McGee (vibration) and Jim Herring (pyro) shall be
responsible for photographic coverage of the test
activities.
5.4 All involved lab directors and division chiefs shall be notified
prior to testing.
5.5 The MSFC TE shall make arrangements for the live BSM to be
transported from the pyro lab to the vibration lab.
5.6 The area around the outside of the vibration facility shall be
secured before the live BSM is brought from the pyro shock test
site. This area should also be clear so that the transport
truck can drive to the vibration lab doors.
Area secured? _ NO _MsSFcC TESE
Comments: _(S t _/_'_24_,be_
6.0 Move BSM from Pvro Shock Area to the Vibration Test Area











Take the Test Item to the Vibration Test Room
Have a certified truck ready to transport the test item to the
vibration test room. The truck's engine will be turned off and
at least one wheel chocked.
CAUTION: Make New Ground Before Braking Old Ground.
The MSFC TE shall callsecurity (4-4357) to arrange for a motor
escort to the vibration lab.
Attach a ground wire to the truck chassis and verify its
resistance. Resistance shall measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance measured • / MSFC QA
,_ P ;::',OSt F-_'-
:P.'_¢C-_
CAUTION: Exercise care not to entangle or tug on the motor
grounding strap during the following lifting operation.
/
SLOWLY lift the motor and pallet using the certified fork lift [_/
and load into the truck bed. Secure the palletto the truck bed. /
Attach the ground strap from the truck chassis to the motor case.
Verify resistance between motor case and truck chassis (<I ohm):
Resistance measured: , /
Disconnect the motor to test cellground.
Upon arrival of escort, the motor carrying truck and escort
personnel shall follow the route provided in Figure I moving
at a maximum speed of 10 m.p.h.
Fork liR shall proceed to the point designated on Figure 1
as "destination." The fork liR should carry the palletcontaining
the empty shipping container and place itnear the entrance
to the longitudinal axis vibration test room.
MSFC TE shall make sure that the necessary hardware and
materials are transported to the vibration test room.
Upon arrivalat the destination, the truck will turn offitsengine
and chock at least one wheel.
Attach a long ground wire to facility (vib.) ground and verify its
resistance. Resistance shall measure less than one (1) ohm.




Attach the free end of this ground wire to the motor and verify
its resistance. Resistance shall measure less than one (I) ohm.
Resistance measured: i / MSFC QA _._ _I






Be careful not to disconnect the ground wires during
the following moves.
/
Use the forkliR to place the motor and the palletdirectlybeneath _/
the overhead crane in room 156, building 4619. F-__g_PT"-_7"
Disconnect the ground between the fork liR and facility gro_i_lY -'-' _1_[ ]
The fork lii_may now exit the immediate area.
Remove the attach bolts between the support brackets and the pallet. [Jr _
Place the attach bolts in a labeled bag.
Leave the doors that enter the high bay open while handling the BSM. [x_
7.0 Thermal Conditionin_ for Radial Axis Test Setup
7.0.1 Unless otherwise stated by the MSFC TE, all personnel related
to this test shall stay in the vibration control room during the
test set-up and actua _tests.
7.0.2 Bare Test Fixture Run
7.1
At the discretion of the vibration test supervisor, perform a bare
fixture or bare headplate/slipplate equalization run for the first
test spectrum in each of the test axes, just prior to mounting the
test specimen or after each axis change. This procedure will
verifythat the vibration control system is set up properly and that
the vibration spectrum is within the tolerances specified in
paragraph 4.2.1.
Bare fixture run performed: yes __ no v/
Comments: _',_-_-_/4vf< ,_ n._-_,_,_ I-_-_ _ _,_._ l_
I
Radial Axis Test Setup
7.1.1 General Information
The vibration control equipment shall be installed as shown in
Figure 2, and verifythat the equipment calibrations are current.





test fixture. The BSM will be mounted on the test fixture in the aR motor
configuration. Reference Figure 3 for a sketch of this configuration.
The motor will be vibrated in each of the three orthogonal axes
as shown in Figure 3. The control signal shall be the average
of two accelerometers located on the fixture near each bracket/
fixture attach point. Two triaxial response accelerometers shall be
attached to the motor near zero degrees at the aft end, and 180
degrees at the forward end, as shown in Figure 3. Accelerometers shall
be oriented to the test axes as shown in Figure 3. Hard mount the
control accelerometers to the vibration test fixture at the forward
and aft attach points and parallel to the direction of excitation.
Secure the accelerometer cables to the test fixture with tape.
Use an oscilloscope to verify that the noise floor of the vibration
control system on the control accelerometer is 0.2 g or less.
Attach Adapter Plates to the Aft Skirt Support Brackets
Attach the belly straps as shown in Figure 4b for the installation
of the adapter plates.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load
unless the load is properly blocked up.
CAUTION: Exercise care not to entangle or tug on the motor
grounding strap during the following lifting
operations.
Liftthe testitem offthe palletand rotate the motor 180 ° so that
the aft skirt attach bracket mounting holes face up.
Place the motor on the wood supports.
REMINDER: Be sure to put the custom shims in their correct
positions and orientation before sliding bolts
through the adapter plates.
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
7.?.5
Place the adapter plates on the BSM brackets and insert the bracket
to adapter plate belts (wet with I"ID-2 grease) through the brackets
and adapter plate.





Installadapter plate to vibration table fasteners through the adapter
plates and secure with wing nuts.
Torque the EWB0420-8-31 bolts(10107-8-31 alternate)with NAS1587-8C
washers and TLN1021CPD2-8 self-aligningnuts at "A', _B ",and "D _
positions(as marked on supports, 6 places)to 605 to 710 in-lbs(51 to 60 It-
Ibs)above running torque. At the "C _position,torque the EWB0420-10-32
bolts(10107-10-32 alternate)with NAS1587-10C washers
and TLN1023CD3-10 self-aligningnuts (2 places) to 1175 to
1380 in-lbs(98 to 115 It-Ibs)above running torque. Insure that bolt
grip is free from the threaded area of nut and that threaded portion of
boltprotrudes above nut; ifnot, use alternate length bolt.
A, B, D torque values: '-_'-C-'¢--Ib MSFC QA
C torque value: i c_ _-t_ MSFC QA ,D._I
Torque wrench SN: _d" _C_





load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
The following step involves working with a suspended
Liftmotor offof the wood supports to waist height and rotate
180 ° so that the bracket mounts are face down.
Remove wing nuts from the adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Position the Test Item Over the Vibration Table Using the
Overhead Crane. Align the Test Item With the Proper Holes
in the Table.
Adapter Plate Attachment to the Vibration Table
The adapter plates shall be attached to the vibration table using
the fasteners that are normally used by the vibration lab.
The fasteners used are 1/2 inch diameter bolts.These bolts
should be torqued to 65 foot-pounds.
Record torque value: (J _" J:_"I_ MSFC QA
Torque wrench SN: _ 7_v' - L _ £ if-
Disconnect the lifting straps from the motor and crane.
q -.e 3 .-q3
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8.0 Thermal Conditioninf Setun
General Information:
The BSM motor will be temperature conditioned for a minimum of 24
hours prior to vibration, and shall be maintained at temperature during




The MSFC TE should mark below which of the two
qualification motors pertains to this procedure. The
conditioning period starts after the average air temperature
inside the conditioning chamber stabilizes at the required
temperature. Should the motor be out of conditioning
tolerances for greater than 30 minutes, it must be
reconditioned for twice the time out of tolerance.
°F Motor #2 7-_. OF
Motor SN /ao,_ 72 _-
8.1 Conditioning Chamber Setup for Radial Axis
8.1.1 Use the overhead crane to place the conditioning chamber over
the motor.
8.1.2 Once the chamber is in place, attach the necessary hoses and
instrumentation from the conditioning unit to the chamber.
8.1.3 Make sure the chamber thermocouple is in the correct position
for measuring the air temperature around the motor.
8.1.4 Make sure the motor ground strap is secured.
8.1.5 Activate conditioning unit and monitor the temperature. The
chamber is considered "at temperature" when the temperature
has stabilized at the desired value.
Record time when chamber reached desired value: /[ .'0U _,_
/
77
9.0 Post Test Verification
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorily completed and :
a. All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
deleted by approved deviation)
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(A) CHOKED (B) SADDLED
(C) 3-D IN SADDLED POSITION










Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
CheckList






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C. Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
lbs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certifT_ that the critical Hfting equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the requirements of MSFC-
STD-126E.











Lifting Eq_uipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fae. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.}
a. Bufldlng: a. Item:
b. Date of llft: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be luted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C° Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load llft of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certlfv that the critical liftinl eauivment and pervonnel have been
reviewed and found to be in eomvilance with the reaulrements of MSF¢-











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Mentiflcation 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.}
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
CheckList






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C, Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d, Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
IbsJ completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical lifting equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the requ/rements 0.f MSFC-
STD-126E,











Liftin Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handl/ng Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.}
a. Building:
b. Date of lift:











Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical llft complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E





Co Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the eHti¢_l l/fting equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in ¢ompUane¢ with the requirements of MSFC-
STD-126E.








Thursday October 14, 1993
Booster Separation Motor:
MoTos 7-E, P. H/57-o y
SN: 1000734
Temperature: 25 deg. F (+0 deg., -5 deg.)
Page: 1
266 12:51:03
002 75.6 F 003 75.4 F
266 12:53:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.4 F
266 12:55:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.4 F
266 12:57:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 12:59:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:01:03
002 75.6 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:03:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.4 F
266 13:05:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:07:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:09:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:11:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:13:03
002 75.6 F 003 75.4 F
266 13:15:03
002 75.6 F 003 75.4 F
266 13:17:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:19:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:21:03
002 75.5 F 003 75.3 F
266 13:23:03





















































































Thursday October 14, 1993
-002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 266 14:39:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
_002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 14:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:17:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:55:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
_002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 15:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:15:03
- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 266 16:33:03









* F 003-****.* F
266 16:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 266 16:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 16:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:09:03
_02-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:11:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
_ 266 17:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
-" 266 17:49:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
-- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 17:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:27:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 18:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 266 19:05:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
09:11:54 pm
Page: ii
266 19 :45:03 ]03
A:\Z001A
Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 19:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:21:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 266 20:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 20:59:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
_002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:37:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
-002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 21:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:15:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
_- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 266 22:53:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
_002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 22:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
_ 266 23:31:03





?hursday October 14, 1993
-002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:39:03
D02-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:41:03
D02-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:45:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:47:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:49:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
_ 266 23:51:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:53:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:55:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:57:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 23:59:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:01:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:03:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:05:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:07:03
D02-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 267 00:09:03







_ 002-**** * F 003-****
267 00:13:03
002-**** * F 003-****.* F
267 00:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:17:03





















































thursday October 14, 1993
_ 902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:51:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:53:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:55:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:57:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 00:59:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:01:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:03:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:05:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:07:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:09:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:11:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:13:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:15:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:17:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:19:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:21:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:23:03
902-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:25:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
-002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 01:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:03:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 267 02:41:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 02:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
....267 03:19:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 03:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 267 03:57:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
__ 267 04:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:33:03
_02-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:35:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
-002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 04:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:11:03
n02-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 267 05:13:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
--002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
-267 05:51:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
--002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 05:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:11:03
-002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 267 06:29:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:45:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:47:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 06:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:05:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:07:03






Thursday October 14, 1993 09:11:54
_ 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:23:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:25:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:27:03
--002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:43:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:45:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:49:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:51:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:53:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:55:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:57:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 07:59:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:01:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:03:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:05:03
....002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:11:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:13:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:15:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:17:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:21:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:23:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:27:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:29:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:31:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:33:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
267 08:39:03
002 67.9 F 003 68.2 F
267 08:41:03
002 67.9 F 003 68.2 F
267 08:43:03
.....002 68.0 F 003 68.2 F
267 08:45:03
002 68.1 F 003 68.3 F
267 08:47:03
002 68.1 F 003 68.2 F
267 08:49:03
002 68.2 F 003 68.3 F
267 08:51:03
002 68.2 F 003 68.3 F
267 08:53:03
002 67.4 F 003 67.4 F
267 08:55:03
002 66.0 F 003 66.3 F
267 08:57:03
002 61.6 F 003 62.6 F
267 08:59:03
002 54.0 F 003 54.7 F
267 09:01:03
002 55.0 F 003 55.3 F
09:11:54 pm
Page: 32
267 09:03 :03 124
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Thursday October 14, 1993
002 50.9 F 003 51.7 F
267 09:05:03
002 49.1 F 003 49.7 F
267 09:07:03
002 49.3 F 003 49.7 F
267 09:09:03
002 47.2 F 003 47.9 F
267 09:11:03
002 45.0 F 003 45.6 F
267 09:13:03
002 43.5 F 003 44.0 F
267 09:15:03
002 42.6 F 003 43.1 F
267 09:17:03
002 42.0 F 003 42.5 F
267 09:19:03
002 41.5 F 003 42.0 F
267 09:21:03
-002 41.5 F 003 41.7 F
267 09:23:03
002 40.1 F 003 40.7 F
267 09:25:03
002 39.6 F 003 40.1 F
267 09:27:03
002 39.3 F 003 39.6 F
267 09:29:03
002 38.7 F 003 39.3 F
267 09:31:03
002 38.8 F 003 38.9 F
267 09:33:03
002 37.7 F 003 38.1 F
267 09:35:03
002 36.9 F 003 37.3 F
267 09:37:03
002 36.5 F 003 36.8 F
267 09:39:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
_ 002 34.7 F 003 35.4 F
267 09:43:03
002 34.3 F 003 34.6 F
267 09:45:03
002 33.8 F 003 34.1 F
267 09:47:03
002 33.5 F 003 33.7 F
267 09:49:03
002 33.1 F 003 33.4 F
267 09:51:03
002 33.0 F 003 33.2 F
267 09:53:03
002 33.0 F 003 32.9 F
267 09:55:03
002 32.5 F 003 32.7 F
267 09:57:03
002 31.0 F 003 31.4 F
267 09:59:03
....002 30.1 F 003 30.6 F
267 10:01:03
002 30.2 F 003 30.3 F
267 10:03:03
002 29.6 F 003 30.0 F
267 10:05:03
002 29.9 F 003 29.7 F
267 10:07:03
002 29.5 F 003 29.7 F
267 10:09:03
002 29.3 F 003 29.2 F
267 10:11:03
002 29.0 F 003 29.1 F
267 10:13:03
002 28.4 F 003 28.5 F
267 10:15:03
002 28.1 F 003 28.2 F
_267 10:17:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
_002 28.1 F 003 28.0 F
267 10:21:03
002 27.5 F 003 27.7 F
267 10:23:03
002 27.5 F 003 27.6 F
267 10:25:03
002 27.5 F 003 27.3 F
267 10:27:03
002 27.0 F 003 27.2 F
267 10:29:03
002 27.1 F 003 27.1 F
267 10:31:03
002 27.1 F 003 27.1 F
267 10:33:03
002 26.7 F 003 26.8 F
267 10:35:03
002 26.9 F 003 26.8 F
267 10:37:03
--002 26.4 F 003 26.4 F
267 10:39:03
002 26.2 F 003 26.4 F
267 10:41:03
002 26.3 F 003 26.1 F
267 10:43:03
002 26.0 F 003 26.1 F
267 10:45:03
002 26.0 F 003 26.0 F
267 10:47:03
002 25.6 F 003 25.8 F
267 10:49:03
002 25.6 F 003 25.6 F
267 10:51:03
002 25.7 F 003 25.6 F
267 10:53:03
002 25.3 F 003 25.2 F
267 10:55:03







_002 25.0 F 003
267 10:59:03
002 25.0 F 003
267 11:01:03
002 24.9 F 003
267 11:03:03
002 24.5 F 003
267 11:05:03
002 24.2 F 003
267 11:07:03
002 24.1 F 003
267 11:09:03
002 24.1 F 003
267 11:11:03
002 24.0 F 003
267 11:13:03
002 23.6 F 003
267 11:15:03
....002 23.8 F 003
267 11:17:03
002 23.7 F 003
267 11:19:03
002 23.6 F 003
267 11:21:03
002 23.3 F 003
267 11:23:03
002 23.4 F 003
267 11:25:03
002 23.3 F 003
267 11:27:03
002 23.4 F 003
267 11:29:03
002 23.0 F 003
267 11:31:03
002 23.1 F 003
.....267 11:33:03


























Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002 23.1 F 003 22.9 F
267 11:37:03
002 23.2 F 003 23.0 F
267 11:39:03
002 23.1 F 003 22.9 F
267 11:41:03
002 23.0 F 003 22.7 F
267 11:43:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.6 F
267 11:45:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.5 F
267 11:47:03
002 23.0 F 003 22.6 F
267 11:49:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.7 F
267 11:51:03
002 22.9 F 003 22.8 F
267 11:53:03
-002 22.9 F 003 22.7 F
267 11:55:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.6 F
267 11:57:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.6 F
267 11:59:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.5 F
267 12:01:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.5 F
267 12:03:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
267 12:05:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 12:07:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 12:09:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 12:11:03







002 22.4 F 003
267 12:15:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 12:17:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 12:19:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 12:21:03
002 22.2 F 003
267 12:23:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 12:25:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 12:27:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 12:29:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 12:31:03
-002 22.6 F 003
267 12:33:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 12:35:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 12:37:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 12:39:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 12:41:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 12:43:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 12:45:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 12:47:03
002 22.2 F 003
....267 12:49:03


























Thursday October 14, 1993
--002 22.2 F 003 22.1 F
267 12:53:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.1 F
267 12:55:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.0 F
267 12:57:03
002 22.0 F 003 22.0 F
267 12:59:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.8 F
267 13:01:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 13:03:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.8 F
267 13:05:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.7 F
267 13:07:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.7 F
267 13:09:03
- 002 21.9 F 003 21.6 F
267 13:11:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.8 F
267 13:13:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.8 F
267 13:15:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.8 F
267 13:17:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.7 F
267 13:19:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.6 F
267 13:21:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.6 F
267 13:23:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.6 F
267 13:25:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.4 F
-_ 267 13:27:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
_002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 13:31:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 13:33:03
002 21.5 F 003 21.4 F
267 13:35:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.3 F
267 13:37:03
002 21.5 F 003 21.3 F
267 13:39:03
002 21.4 F 003 21.3 F
267 13:41:03
002 21.4 F 003 21.2 F
267 13:43:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.4 F
267 13:45:03
002 21.4 F 003 21.2 F
267 13:47:03
....002 21.4 F 003 21.2 F
267 13:49:03
002 21.5 F 003 21.2 F
267 13:51:03
002 21.3 F 003 21.2 F
267 13:53:03
002 21.2 F 003 21.1 F
267 13:55:03
002 21.3 F 003 21.2 F
267 13:57:03
002 21.2 F 003 21.2 F
267 13:59:03
002 21.2 F 003 21.2 F
267 14:01:03
002 21.2 F 003 21.1 F
267 14:03:03
002 21.4 F 003 21.2 F
_267 14:05:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
002 21.8 F 003 21.5 F
267 14:09:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 14:11:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.5 F
267 14:13:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 14:15:03
002 21.5 F 003 21.4 F
267 14:17:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.6 F
267 14:19:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.6 F
267 14:21:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.6 F
267 14:23:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.4 F
267 14:25:03
- 002 22.0 F 003 21.7 F
267 14:27:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 14:29:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.4 F
267 14:31:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.6 F
267 14:33:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.5 F
267 14:35:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.6 F
267 14:37:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.6 F
267 14:39:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.5 F
267 14:41:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.6 F
267 14:43:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
09:11:54 pm
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002 21.6 F 003
267 14:47:03
002 21.8 F 003
267 14:49:03
002 21.6 F 003
267 14:51:03
002 21.5 F 003
267 14:53:03
002 21.7 F 003
267 14:55:03
002 21.7 F 003
267 14:57:03
002 21.4 F 003
267 14:59:03
002 21.6 F 003
267 15:01:03
002 21.4 F 003
267 15:03:03
- 002 21.6 F 003
267 15:05:03
002 21.4 F 003
267 15:07:03
002 21.6 F 003
267 15:09:03
002 21.8 F 003
267 15:11:03
002 21.6 F 003
267 15:13:03
002 21.7 F 003
267 15:15:03
002 21.8 F 003
267 15:17:03
002 21.6 F 003
267 15:19:03
002 21.7 F 003
267 15:21:03


























Thursday October 14, 1993
v002 21.5 F 003 21.2 F
267 15:25:03
002 21.5 F 003 21.4 F
267 15:27:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.7 F
267 15:29:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.9 F
267 15:31:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.7 F
267 15:33:03
002 22.2 F 003 21.8 F
267 15:35:03
002 22.1 F 003 21.8 F
267 15:37:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.7 F
267 15:39:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 15:41:03
- 002 22.1 F 003 21.8 F
267 15:43:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.9 F
267 15:45:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.9 F
267 15:47:03
002 22.2 F 003 21.9 F
267 15:49:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.0 F
267 15:51:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.9 F
267 15:53:03
002 22.1 F 003 21.9 F
267 15:55:03
002 22.2 F 003 21.9 F
267 15:57:03
002 22.1 F 003 21.8 F
267 15:59:03






002 22.0 F 003
267 16:03:03
002 21.9 F 003
267 16:05:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:07:03
002 22.0 F 003
267 16:09:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:11:03
002 22.0 F 003
267 16:13:03
002 22.0 F 003
267 16:15:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:17:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:19:03
-002 21.9 F 003
267 16:21:03
002 21.8 F 003
267 16:23:03
002 21.9 F 003
267 16:25:03
002 21.9 F 003
267 16:27:03
002 21.9 F 003
267 16:29:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:31:03
002 22.0 F 003
267 16:33:03
002 22.0 F 003
267 16:35:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:37:03



























-- 002 22.2 F 003
267 16:41:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 16:43:03
002 22.2 F 003
267 16:45:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:47:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 16:49:03
002 22.2 F 003
267 16:51:03
002 22.1 F 003
267 16:53:03
002 22.2 F 003
267 16:55:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 16:57:03
- 002 22.2 F 003
267 16:59:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 17:01:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 17:03:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 17:05:03
002 22.8 F 003
267 17:07:03
002 23.0 F 003
267 17:09:03
002 24.1 F 003
267 17:11:03
002 25.7 F 003
267 17:13:03
002 28.2 F 003
267 17:15:03


























Thursday October 14, 1993
002 32.0 F 003 31.6 F
267 17:19:03
002 33.1 F 003 32.8 F
267 17:21:03
002 31.4 F 003 31.8 F
267 17:23:03
002 24.2 F 003 24.4 F
267 17:25:03
002 23.7 F 003 23.7 F
267 17:27:03
002 23.1 F 003 23.0 F
267 17:29:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.5 F
267 17:31:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 17:33:03
002 22.1 F 003 22.1 F
267 17:35:03
002 22.1 F 003 22.2 F
267 17:37:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 17:39:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 17:41:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 17:43:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 17:45:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.8 F
267 17:47:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 17:49:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.7 F
267 17:51:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.6 F
267 17:53:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002 21.8 F 003 21.6 F
267 17:57:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 17:59:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.5 F
267 18:01:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 18:03:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:05:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:07:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:09:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:11:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:13:03
--002 21.6 F 003 21.3 F
267 18:15:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:17:03
002 21.5 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:19:03
002 21.5 F 003 21.4 F
267 18:21:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 18:23:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.6 F
267 18:25:03
002 21.9 F 003 21.5 F
267 18:27:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.6 F
267 18:29:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
267 18:31:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
267 18:35:03
002 22.1 F 003 21.9 F
267 18:37:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.1 F
267 18:39:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.4 F
267 18:41:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.5 F
267 18:43:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.6 F
267 18:45:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.6 F
267 18:47:03
002 22.9 F 003 22.6 F
267 18:49:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.6 F
267 18:51:03
-002 22.7 F 003 22.5 F
267 18:53:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.6 F
267 18:55:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.7 F
267 18:57:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.6 F
267 18:59:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.6 F
267 19:01:03
002 23.0 F 003 22.6 F
267 19:03:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.6 F
267 19:05:03
002 22.9 F 003 22.7 F
267 19:07:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.5 F
267 19:09:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
--002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:13:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:15:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:17:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:19:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:21:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:23:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:25:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:27:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:29:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:31:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:33:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:35:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:37:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:39:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:41:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:43:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.2 F
267 19:45:03
902 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:47:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002 22.6 F 003 22.5 F
267 19:51:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:53:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:55:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
267 19:57:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 19:59:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 20:01:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:03:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 20:05:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.5 F
267 20:07:03
--002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:09:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:11:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:13:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:15:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:17:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:19:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
267 20:21:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 20:23:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
- 267 20:25:03







002 22.4 F 003
267 20:29:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 20:31:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 20:33:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 20:35:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 20:37:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 20:39:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 20:41:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 20:43:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 20:45:03
- 002 22.6 F 003
267 20:47:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 20:49:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 20:51:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 20:53:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 20:55:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 20:57:03
002 22.6 F 003
267 20:59:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 21:01:03
002 22.4 F 003
- 267 21:03:03



























_ 002 22.5 F 003
267 21:07:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:09:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 21:11:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:13:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:15:03
002 22.2 F 003
267 21:17:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 21:19:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:21:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 21:23:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:25:03
002 22.6 F 003
267 21:27:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 21:29:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 21:31:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 21:33:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 21:35:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:37:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 21:39:03
002 22.2 F 003
267 21:41:03


























002 22.3 F 003
267 21:45:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 21:47:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:49:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 21:51:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 21:53:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 21:55:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 21:57:03
002 22.5 F 003
267 21:59:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 22:01:03
-002 22.4 F 003
267 22:03:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 22:05:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 22:07:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 22:09:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 22:11:03
002 22.2 F 003
267 22:13:03
002 22.4 F 003
267 22:15:03
002 22.3 F 003
267 22:17:03
002 22.4 F 003
-267 22:19:03


























Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:23:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:25:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:27:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:29:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
267 22:31:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:33:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
267 22:35:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:37:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:39:03
....002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:41:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:43:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:45:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:47:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:49:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 22:51:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 22:53:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
267 22:55:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 22:57:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
09:11:54 pm
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002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:01:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:03:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:05:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:07:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:09:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
267 23:11:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:13:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:15:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:17:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:19:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:21:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:23:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:25:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:27:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:29:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:31:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:33:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:35:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
-002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:39:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:41:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:43:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:45:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
267 23:47:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:49:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:51:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
267 23:53:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:55:03
--002 22.2 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:57:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
267 23:59:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:01:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:03:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 00:05:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:07:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:09:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:11:03
)02 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:13:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:17:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:19:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:21:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:23:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:25:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:27:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:29:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:31:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:33:03
- 002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:35:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:37:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:39:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:41:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:43:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:45:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:47:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:49:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 00:51:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:55:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:57:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 00:59:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 01:01:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:03:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:05:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:07:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:09:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:11:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:13:03
002 22.1 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:15:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:17:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:19:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 01:21:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 01:23:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 01:25:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.3 F
268 01:27:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
_ 268 01:29:03






....002 22.4 F 003
268 01:33:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 01:35:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 01:37:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 01:39:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 01:41:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 01:43:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 01:45:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 01:47:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 01:49:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 01:51:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 01:53:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 01:55:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 01:57:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 01:59:03
002 22.2 F 003
268 02:01:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 02:03:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:05:03
002 22.2 F 003
268 02:07:03



























002 22.4 F 003
268 02:11:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 02:13:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:15:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:17:03
002 22.1 F 003
268 02:19:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 02:21:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:23:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 02:25:03
002 22.2 F 003
268 02:27:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:29:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 02:31:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 02:33:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:35:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:37:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:39:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:41:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:43:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 02:45:03



























002 22.4 F 003
268 02:49:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 02:51:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:53:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 02:55:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 02:57:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 02:59:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:01:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 03:03:03
002 22.4 F 003
_ 268 03:05:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:07:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 03:09:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 03:11:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 03:13:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 03:15:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 03:17:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 03:19:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:21:03
002 22.4 F 003
_ 268 03:23:03



























002 22.5 F 003
268 03:27:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:29:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:31:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 03:33:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 03:35:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:37:03
002 22.7 F 003
268 03:39:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 03:41:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 03:43:03
--002 22.5 F 003
268 03:45:03
002 22.2 F 003
268 03:47:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:49:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:51:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:53:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:55:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 03:57:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 03:59:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 04:01:03


























Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.7 F 003 22.4 F
268 04:05:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 04:07:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 04:09:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 04:11:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.5 F
268 04:13:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:15:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:17:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:19:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:21:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:23:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:25:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:27:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 04:29:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:31:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:33:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 04:35:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 04:37:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.4 F
- 268 04:39:03







....002 22.5 F 003
268 04:43:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 04:45:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 04:47:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 04:49:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 04:51:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 04:53:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 04:55:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 04:57:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 04:59:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:01:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:03:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 05:05:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:07:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 05:09:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:11:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 05:13:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 05:15:03
002 22.5 F 003
_268 05:17:03



























002 22.4 F 003
268 05:21:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 05:23:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:25:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:27:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 05:29:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:31:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:33:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 05:35:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 05:37:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 05:39:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:41:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:43:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:45:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 05:47:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 05:49:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:51:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 05:53:03
002 22.5 F 003
_ 268 05:55:03
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002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 05:59:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:01:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:03:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:05:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:07:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 06:09:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:11:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 06:13:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:15:03
_002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:17:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:19:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:21:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.4 F
268 06:23:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:25:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:27:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:29:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 06:31:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
_ 268 06:33:03







002 22.3 F 003
268 06:37:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 06:39:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 06:41:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 06:43:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 06:45:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 06:47:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 06:49:03
002 22.8 F 003
268 06:51:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 06:53:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 06:55:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 06:57:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 06:59:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 07:01:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 07:03:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 07:05:03
002 22.2 F 003
268 0?:07:03
002 22.4 F 003
268 07:09:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 07:11:03
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002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:15:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:17:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:19:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:21:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:23:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:25:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:27:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:29:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:31:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:33:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:35:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:37:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:39:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:41:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.2 F
268 07:43:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:45:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:47:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.2 F
-- 268 07:49:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:53:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:55:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:57:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 07:59:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:01:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:03:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.2 F
268 08:05:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:07:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:09:03
002 22.2 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:11:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:13:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:15:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:17:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:19:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:21:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:23:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:25:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:27:03
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002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:31:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:33:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:35:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:37:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:39:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:41:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.5 F
268 08:43:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:45:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:47:03
....002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:49:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:51:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:53:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 08:55:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:57:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 08:59:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:01:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:03:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:05:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
_002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:09:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.2 F
268 09:11:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:13:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:15:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:17:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:19:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:21:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:23:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:25:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:27:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:29:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:31:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:33:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:35:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.5 F
268 09:37:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:39:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:41:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:43:03
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002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:47:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:49:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.2 F
268 09:51:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:53:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 09:55:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 09:57:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.2 F
268 09:59:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:01:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.5 F
268 10:03:03
--002 22.5 F 003 22.2 F
268 10:05:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:07:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:09:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:11:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:13:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:15:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:17:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:19:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:21:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:25:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:27:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:29:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:31:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:33:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:35:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:37:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:39:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:41:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:43:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:45:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:47:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:49:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 10:51:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:53:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:55:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.5 F
268 10:57:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 10:59:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
002 22.6 F 003 22.5 F
268 11:03:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.4 F
268 11:05:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 11:07:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 11:09:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.5 F
268 11:11:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 11:13:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.4 F
268 11:15:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.4 F
268 11:17:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.5 F
268 11:19:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.7 F
268 11:21:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.6 F
268 11:23:03
002 22.8 F 003 22.6 F
268 11:25:03
002 22.7 F 003 22.6 F
268 11:27:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.6 F
268 11:29:03
002 22.9 F 003 22.8 F
268 11:31:03
002 23.1 F 003 23.0 F
268 11:33:03
002 23.0 F 003 23.0 F
268 11:35:03
002 23.1 F 003 23.0 F
.... 268 11:37:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
002 26.7 F 003 25.9 F
268 11:41:03
002 26.8 F 003 26.3 F
268 11:43:03
002 25.2 F 003 24.8 F
268 11:45:03
002 25.7 F 003 25.4 F
268 11:47:03
002 25.4 F 003 25.1 F
268 11:49:03
002 24.8 F 003 24.5 F
268 11:51:03
002 24.5 F 003 24.4 F
268 11:53:03
002 24.5 F 003 24.3 F
268 11:55:03
002 24.3 F 003 24.1 F
268 11:57:03
002 24.4 F 003 24.1 F
268 11:59:03
002 27.8 F 003 27.7 F
268 12:01:03
002 24.7 F 003 24.6 F
268 12:03:03
002 24.6 F 003 24.5 F
268 12:05:03
002 24.7 F 003 24.4 F
268 12:07:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 12:09:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 12:11:03
D02-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 12:13:03
302-****.* F 003-****.* F
-268 12:15:03






Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 12:19:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 12:21:03




002 32.2 F 003
268 12:27:03
002 27.2 F 003
268 12:29:03
002 24.9 F 003
268 12:31:03
002 23.7 F 003
268 12:33:03
002 24.3 F 003
268 12:35:03
-002 24.3 F 003
268 12:37:03
002 23.8 F 003
268 12:39:03
002 23.0 F 003
268 12:41:03
002 22.7 F 003
268 12:43:03
002 22.5 F 003
268 12:45:03
002 22.2 F 003
268 12:47:03
002 22.2 F 003
268 12:49:03
002 22.3 F 003
268 12:51:03
002 22.2 F 003
_ 268 12:53:03



























002 22.0 F 003 21.9 F
268 12:59:03
002 22.1 F 003 21.7 F
268 13:01:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.4 F
268 13:03:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.6 F
268 13:05:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.4 F
268 13:07:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.3 F
268 13:09:03
002 21.6 F 003 21.5 F
268 13:11:03
002 21.7 F 003 21.5 F
268 13:13:03
-002 21.8 F 003 21.4 F
268 13:15:03
002 21.8 F 003 21.5 F
268 13:17:03
002 22.0 F 003 21.8 F
268 13:19:03
002 22.3 F 003 22.6 F
268 13:21:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.6 F
268 13:23:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.4 F
268 13:25:03
002 22.5 F 003 22.3 F
268 13:27:03
002 22.6 F 003 22.5 F
268 13:29:03
002 22.4 F 003 22.6 F
268 13:31:03





Thursday October 14, 1993
• 002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 13:35:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 13:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 13:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 13:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 13:43:03
002 31.7 F 003
268 13:45:03
002 28.0 F 003
268 13:47:03
002 26.1 F 003
268 13:49:03
002 24.9 F 003
268 13:51:03
002 24.3 F 003
268 13:53:03
002 23.7 F 003
268 13:55:03
002 22.9 F 003
268 13:57:03
002 22.6 F 003
268 13:59:03
002 22.0 F 003
268 14:01:03
002 21.9 F 003
268 14:03:03
002 21.8 F 003
268 14:05:03
002 21.6 F 003
268 14:07:03
002 21.2 F 003
268 14:09:03




















Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002 21.0 F 003 22.8 F
268 14:13:03
002 21.3 F 003 22.7 F
268 14:15:03
002 20.8 F 003 22.5 F
268 14:17:03
002 20.9 F 003 22.5 F
268 14:19:03
002 20.8 F 003 22.3 F
268 14:21:03
002 21.1 F 003 22.7 F
268 14:23:03
002 21.1 F 003 22.5 F
268 14:25:03
002 21.3 F 003 22.7 F
268 14:27:03
002 21.4 F 003 22.8 F
268 14:29:03
002 21.7 F 003 22.9 F
268 14:31:03
002 21.5 F 003 23.0 F
268 14:33:03
002 21.5 F 003 22.8 F
268 14:35:03
002 21.5 F 003 22.8 F
268 14:37:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 14:39:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 14:41:03
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
268 14:43:03
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This test procedure addresses all the requirements to move the
BSM shipping container from the vibration test area to the pyro
shock test area. The shipping container will remain in the
pyro shock area ur_til delivery to the NASA igloo.
1.2 Objective of Qualification Tests
The objective of the d._mmic testing is to verify the physical and
functional survivabili _y of the Booster Separation Motors. Of
particular interest for these tests are the components bonded
using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this adhesive
include the throat insert, the centering insert, and the igniter
grain support rod.
Applicable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certification of Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)
NS_GO 1740.9 Safety Standard for Lifting Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1(V1) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-100 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP-01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700.4 Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMI 1710.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilities and Activities at MSFC
MMI 1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI 1711.2 Mishap Reporting and Investigation
177
3.0
MMI 1845.1 Hazard Communication Program
MMI 6400.2 Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
MSFC-RQMT-1493 Electrostatic Discharge Control Requirements
MSFC-STD-1800 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
MSFC-STD-126E Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSD-5597-93-I Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster
Separation Motor (BSM), Aug. 6, 1993
IOSPC-0067 Rev. A Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
3.1 The following safety criteria are in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations". If safety rules]regulations are not followed,injury
to personnel and/or damage to test items could occur.








3_ Prior to starting work in 4619 a visual inspection of work area
shall be made for anomalies by task supervisor and safety
personnel.
3,3 Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath













Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be liftedonly high
enough to clear fixed objects in the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slingsmay be lefton the hoist ifdesired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part of the lifting
equipment willbe at least seven feetfrom the floorwhen not in
use.
Crane, hoist,liftprime operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latestrevision of M:MI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certificationcard.
Certifications checked by: /Y_
Date / Time: o_/zT{_
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityof being crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they will not accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with little or no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used isequal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted sling and the free pickup point is (are)
secured to prevent it (them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The liftingor transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during liRing operations.
Hardhats are required when the liftis at or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.
The primary safety hazards associated with this operation are:
3.13.1 Lift operations
3.13.4 Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor
179
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Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
The load will be suspended in a static condition for an
extended amount of time.
A crane operator crew change or substitution must be made.
4.0
3.15 Inspection certifications shall be provided for the forklift used
to lift the motor shipping container.
Forklift certification provided _ MSFC TE
3.16 No electric power tools shall be used near the live test item.
Use of pneumatic tools is acceptable.
3.17
3.18
All ground cables and ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verified with a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
All personnel within touching distance shall wear a wrist
strap that has been checked with a wrist strap checker. This
step should be performed each time the wrist strap ground is
broken.
3.19 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
Test Items. Test Eouiument. and Move Procedure
4.1 Test Items
4.2
For this procedure, the test item should already be placed in its
shipping container and secured to its shipping pallet.
Motor Serial Number for this move: /_GO 7 3 _L-
Test Equipment
4.2.1 Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
4.2.1.1 The heaviest fir during all of the delta qualification testing
will be liftingthe motor while in its shipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 Ibs.
All forkliftsand overhead hoists must be load (break) tested
to at least 110% ofthis weight (i.e.350 Ibs.).This test must be
performed prior to any handling ofthe BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM isliftedby the
same handling equipment. It is therefore recommended that
180
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the break tests be performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proof load must be at least 350 Ibs.
b. LiR the dummy load clear of the ground (lessthan I foot)and
lower to ground three times, holding for five minutes on the
third lift.Lifting straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPENDIX C FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
4.3 Move Procedure
4.3.1 After review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
minimum of Test Engineer.
4.3.2 As soon as possible after a test failure,a deviation from the
specified test environment, or any other incident which affects
the test or testitem, MSFC willnotify the authorized UT/CSD
representative of the event verbally and willthen generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy of the Test
Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix A. Photographs
of any discrepancies shall also be taken.
rersonnel Responsibilities
&l Weather
5.1.1 The MSFC TE is responsible for checking the weather
conditions before the move. The test site'srelative humidity
must be above 20%. Ifthe humidity is not above 20%, allmove
operations will be postponed until favorable weather conditions
resume.
Test siterelativehumidity:. "I/o MSFC TE
5.1.2
5.1.3
Itis not recommended to transport the motor in the rain.
However, ifthe motor must be moved during the rain, cover the
motor with Velostat sealed with conductive tape.
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there is no lighting within I0 miles.
(MET team phone number ....876-2465).
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5.1.4 Iflightning is within I0 miles during any time that a liveBSM
isin building 4619, the MSFC TE shall make arrangements to
disconnect the motor ground from the facilityground. The
motor shall remain ungrounded until the lightning is out of
range.
5.1.5 When reconnecting the ground aRer a lightning storm, a
100Kohm resistor should be connected to the ground wire from
the motor before connecting to facilityground. This allows any
charge on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistor
should be leftconnected for no less than 30 seconds.
5.1.6 After the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from
facility ground and remove the resistor. Reconnect the ground
strap from the motor to facility ground.
5.2 Move Witnessing
The move willbe witnessed by a minimum of the MSFC TE,
MSFC SE, and the MSFC QA.
5.3 The MSFC TE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All handling of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
5.4 Jim McGee (vibration) shall be responsible for
photographic cove'mge of the move activities.




The MSFC TE shall make arrangements for the Hve BSM to be
transported from the vibration lab to the pyro lab.
The MSFC TE shall call security (4-4357) to arrange for a motor
escort to the pyro lab.
_nsport Truck Preparation
6.1 The area around the outside of the pyro shock facilityshall be
secttmd before the liveBSM isbrought to the pyro shock test site.





Have a certified truck ready to transport the test item to the
pyre test room. The truck's engine will be off and at least
one wheel chocked.
Truck's wheel braked and chocked: MSFC TE
MSFC TE shall callsecurity and arrange for an escort.
7.0 Load ShiDnin_ Container onto Trtlck
CAUTION: Make sure the ground wire connecting the shipping
container to facility ground is long enough to reach the
bed of the truck. If not, switch to a longer strap.
REMEMBER TO MAKE NEW GROUND BEFORE




CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground wire during
this move.
Use the fork liftto place the shipping container on the explosive
certifiedtruck. The MSFC TE shall designate someone to keep
the ground wire out of the way during this move.
Attach a ground strap to the truck chassis and verify its
resistance. Measure the resistance from the end of the ground strap to a
location on the truck chassis right next to the ground connection. The
reason for this check is to make sure that there is a good connection to the
motor chassis. Resistance shall measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance measured: el.t_t. MSFC QA /_---
Attach the chassis ground strap to the shipping container.
Verify truck to shipping container ground. Measure resistance
from right next to the chassis connection to the shipping container
connection. Resistance shall measure less than one (1) ohm.
Resistance measured: O, I_
 sFc QA
Disconnect the shipping container to test cell ground.
Secure the shipping container in the truck bed.
8.0 Transoort Motor to Pyre Area/Unload Motor From Truck
8.1 The motor carrying truck and escort personnel shall follow the





Fork liftshall proceed to the point designated on Figure 1
as "destination."
Upon arrival at the destination, the truck will turn offits engine
engage the emergency brake, and chock at least one wheel.
[]
Truck's wheel braked and chocked:
CAUTION: Make New Ground Before Old Ground.
Attach a ground wire to the pyro facilityground verify its
resistance. Resistance shall measure less ohm.
[]
Resistance measured MSFC QA
Attach the ground wire to the motor
the resistance (should measure less
container. Verify [ ]
1 ohm).
Resistance measured QA
Disconnect the ground strap the motor and the truck chassis. [ ]
CAUTION: Be careful
the
to disconnect the ground wire during
move.
Use the fork liftto
The MSFC TE
out of the way
the shipping container from the truck.
designate someone to keep the ground strap
unloading.
[]
Place the container near the center of the room. []
Clear Close and lock the doors to the pyro facility. [1
A/l
has
shock operations shall not commence until the BSM motor
removed.
truck outside the pyro room doors. Leave adequate space
for fork liR maneuvering.
Turn off the truck's engine, engage the emergency brake, and
chock at least on of the truck's wheels.




Attach a ground wire to the truck chassis and verify the
The resistance should measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance measured: MSFC QA
CAUTION: Be careful not to
the following move.
ground wire during
Use the fork fir to place the
certified truck. The MSFC TE
the ground wire out of the
er on the explosive




the truck chassisto the shipping container.
ohm meter (should be lessthan 1 ohm).
Resistance MSFC QA
Disconneq shipping container tofacilityground wire.
shipping containerin the truck bed fordelivery.










10.0 Post Test Verification
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorilycompleted and :
a° All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
deleted by approved deviation)
t_ All Procedure changes have been recorded and approved.
Submitted Verified by:
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Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of llft: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
CheckList






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Cr"ane _ Rigger nagman
ForkliR Driver Personnel Hoist
Co Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical lifting eauipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in ¢0mpl/ance with the reaulremen_1 of MSFC-











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b, SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.} 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of llft: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
CheckUst






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max workhng load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane R/gger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C* Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certlfv that the critical llftlnl equipment _n4 personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in comvliance with the requirements Qf MSFC-
STD-126E.



























The purpose of this procedure is to define the steps necessary to
perform a shock test in the Pyrotechnic Shock Facility in Building
4619 uslng blasting caps and mild detonating fuse (MDF) or flexible
linear shaped charge (FLSC).
1.2 scope
T_..is document contains the steps to prepare the facility, conduct the
test, and steps to follow in the event of misfires.
2.0 SAFETY
The operating policies set forth in EP01-SOP-01 "Standard Operating
Procedure for Safety Critical Operations", shall be adhered to.





The Test Engineer will be responsible for personnel in the test
activities and shall be ndtified immediately of any personnel
activities.
3.0 APPliCABLE _OCUM_NTS
EPT01-SOP-01, "Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical Operations"
ED73-SHK-SOP-006, "Safety Requirements and Procedures for the Operation of
the Ps-rotechnic Shock Facility"
AMC-R 385-100, Army Materiel Command Safety Manual
_M 17C0.4, Safety and Environmental Heal£h Standards
MIMI 1710.6, MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI 1710.1, Safety Review and Approval of MSFC Hazardous Activities
MMI IS45.1, Hazard Communication Program
NHB 1700.1(V1-A), Basic Safety Manual




4.1 The Test Engineer will be in charge of all test preparations and
activities.
4.2 All test activities shall be coordinated with _/%e Test Engineer.


























For each measurement location select an accelerometer of
a type suitable for the amplitude expected.
calibrate each accelerometer per ED73-SHK-FOP-008.
PRETEST FACILITY CHECKOUT
Verify that no flammable solvents, paints, gases, etc.,
are present in the hazardous area.
Verify that conductive floor mats are in place.
Verify floor mats and test, checkout, and assembly
hardware are connected to the facility grounding system.
Verify the resistance of the conductive floor mats are
less than 1 Ohm.
Recorded resistance reading Ohm
Verify that no leads are connected to the junction box
terminals.
Move junction box sw_tch to "BULB" position.
Connect 12 Volts t_ the firing panel.
Insert firing key and verify panel meter indicates the
correct voltage.
Switch key to "ARMED" position and verify power indicator
light is illuminated.
Open red cover and flip firing switch, verify bulb on
junction box lights.
close red cover.
Switch key to "SAFE" position.
Move Junction box switch to "METER" position.
Switch key to "ARMED" position and verify power indicator
light is illuminated.
Open red cover and flip firing switch, verify that meter















Switch key to "SAFE" position and disconnect voltage
source.
Remove firing key.
CHECKOUT. INSTALLATZON. AND HOOKUP OF ORDNANCF
Verify Class I.i signs are posted on the outside walls of
Room 170.
Verify that no severe weather or electrical storms are
within i0 miles of the immediate vicinity.
Verify thatno flammable solvents, paints, gases, etc.,
are present in the hazardous area.
Verify that conductive floor mats are in place.
Verify floor mats and test, checkout, and assembly
hardware are connected to the facility grounding systems.
Verify the resistance of the conductive floor mats are
less than 1 Ohm.
Recorded resistance reading Ohm
Verify all non-essential personnel are clear of the test
area.
Verify operational personnel are :
a. Wearing 100 percent cotton coveralls, shorts,
undershirts, and socks, and street or safety shoes.
b. Remove all matches, lighters, Jewelry, and all
battery-powered devices such as electrical wrist watches,
calculators_ poz_able radios, etc.
During periods of connecting blasting caps, MDF, and
FLSC, a maximum of two people (to be designated by the
Test Engineer) will be permitted to remain in the area.
Verify that safety goggles, hearing protection, and
wriststat$ or legstats are worn by personnel who will be
installing explosive items.
Verify that the firing panel is in a "SAFE" condition and
remove arming key from panel. The key is robe kept in
the possession of the person installing the ordinance
device.
















Install required MDF or FLSC on exciter plate.
ED73-SHK-FOP-004
verify switch on junction box is in "BULB" position.
Using a wrist strap checker, each person wearing a wrist
strap shall check their wrist strap.
In Room 170B, verify that blasting cap shor_igg foil is
in place and is undamaged before removing from storage
container.
Remove blasting cap from storage container and transport
to Room 170.
In Room 170, verify that wristats or legstats are in
place.
Install blasting cap on exciter plate.
Press blasting cap shorting foil firmly against facility
ground for 1 second.
In order to short the leads, slide enough shorting foil
off blasting cap to attach an alligator clip.
Remove shorting foil:
Move switch on junction box to "BULB" position.
Verify that bulb on junction box is not illuminated.
WAR_ING:
IF BULB GLOWS, THE_J Z8 8_TFICIEHT RADIO FItEQDENCY IN TEE
ARIA TO POSSIBLY CAUBB DETONATION OF _ BLAaTZNG CAP. TEE
CAP SHOULD BR LEFT SHORTED AND ItBT_D TO ROOM 170B 8TORAGB
CABINET. ALL BLASTING ACTIVITIES Ir_LL BE CURTAILED UNTIL
T_Z _ 8O_C_ IS REMO_D.
Move switch on J_unction box to "METER" position.
Verify 0 volts on meter.
WARNING;
IF VOLTAGB I| INDICATED, TKH LINEN TO TZl FIRING PANEL
ARE BITKRR OONICBCTED TO A VOLTAGB IOURCB OIARR }ICIING
UP VOLTAGB FROM RADIATION CAOBBD BT a IflLERBY 8OUR_B.
TNE CAP BNOULD BB LEFT BBORTBD ILIrD RETO_I1BD TO ROOM
170B BTORAGB CABINET. ALL BLASTING ACTII_TZBB Ir_LL BB







Move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Install blasting cap leads in junction box, move switch
to ,,FIRE" position and remove alligator clip.
Leave area, close door, and inform Test Engineer of
status.
ED73-SHK-FOP-O04
Test Engineer will insure that only essential personnel
remain in Room 170A.
Prepare data acquisition system to acquire data.
Connect firing panel voltage supply and inser_ firing
key, verify that meter indicates the appropriate voltage.
Start tape recorder.
Begin countdown.
On the count of 3, put switch in "ARMED" position, verify
that power indicator is illuminated.
On the fire command, ¢pen red cover and flip firing
switch.
Turn the firing panel key to the "UNARMED" position.
Remove arming key and disconnect voltage supply.
NOTE_
IF BLASTING CAP DOE8 NOT FZRX, PROCEED TO SECTION 10.4











wait a minimum of 5 minutes after firing before opening
door to Room 170.
Turn off flashing light outside Room 170A.
Inform Test Engineer that door is to be opened.
In Room 170, move jtunction box switch to "BULB" position.
Remove blasting cap leads from junction box.
Inspect exciter panel to insure a11 explosive devices
fired properly.
Verify all operational personnel are wearing wrist
straps.
NOTE:
IF ALL EXPLOSZVE ITEMS DID NOT FIRE, GO TO EMERGENCY
PROCEDURES, 8ECTIOM I0.0
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Durina Installation and Connection of Qrdn_n¢_ Items:
Operational personnel shall immediately stop operations
and evacuate the test area when:
a. A fire is reported in the immediate vicinity.
b. A fire or electrical short occurs in the test area.
Operational personnel shall immediately stop operations
when:
a: When lightning is detected within I0 miles of the
vicinity.
b: When severe weather is reportea in the vicinity.
c: Loss of facility power in the test area.
d: Significant radio frequency disturbances exist in the
vicinity.












After Accidental Ordnance Dw_gnation
The following actions shall be taken in the event of an
accidental detona%ion of an ordnance device.
a. In the event of serious personnel injury, do no move
the injured person unless necessary to prevent further
serious injury.
b. Call ambulance (112) and/or fire department (117) if
required.
d. Notify ED73 Test Engineer.
_Q NOT TRY TO FIGHT ANY RESULTING FIRE IF THERE ARE OTH_
ORDNANCE DEVlC_S I_=/KE_AE_
During Firin= Countdown Operations
If evacuation of the area is directed by the ED73 Test
Engineer:
a. Switch key to "SAFE" position, remove arming key, and
disconnect firing panel power.
b. Evacuate the area as directed.
Blasting CaD Does Not Fire
Attempt to fire cap by closing "FIRE" switch and leaving
engaged for 1 minute. Repeat a minimum of three times.
If blasting cap fires, continue procedure at Section 9.0
Switch key to "SAIE" position, remove arming key, and
disconnect faring panel power.
wait 30 minutes before entering Room 170.
Put on safety goggles, hearing protectors, and
wriststats.
In Room 170, move junction box switch to "METER"
position.
Leave room and close door.
conne¢_ firing panel power, insert arming key, and switch
to "ARMED" position.
open red cover and flip firing switch, verify voltage
registers on Junction box meter.
Switch key to "SAFE" position, remove arnlng key, and
disconnect firing panel power.












In Room 170, move junction box switch to "ARMED"
position.
Leave room and close door.
Increase voltage at power source by 50%.
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Connect firing panel power, insert arming key, and switch
to ',ARMED" position.
Open red cover and flip firing switch.
If blasting cap fires, continue procedure at Section 9.0
Switch key to "SAFE" position, remove arming key, and
disccnnec= firing panel power.
If blasting cap @oes
entering Room 170.
not fire, wait 30 minutes before
Obtain explgsive misfire container.
Put on safety goggles, hearing protectors, and
wriststats.
In Room 170, move junction box switch to "BULB" position.
Short blasting cap leads by twisting leads together and
secure with an alligator clip.
Remove blasting cap by using mechanical devices
Place cap in explosive misfire container until turned








MDF/FLSC Seqments DO Not Fire Afte_ Blasting CaD
switch key to "SAFE', position, remove az-ming key,
disconnect firing panel power.
and
Test Engineer will insure that no one enters _oom 170 for
a period of 1 hour after blasting cap detonation.
At the end of the required waiting period, put on safety
goggles, hearing protectors, and wriststats.
In Room 170, examine explosive to determine if it is
feasible to detonate by use of another blasting cap.
If another blasting cap may be used, continue procedure
at Section 7.10.
Obtain explosive misfire container.
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(A) CHOKED 03) SADDLED
(C) 3-D IN SADDLED POSITION











































250 it - Ibs I/2"
I00 it - Ibs 3/8"
25 in - Ibs 3/8"
750 in - Ibs 3/8"
150 in - lbs 3/8"











































































3/8" to 1/2" adapter
3/8" to I/4" adapter














Special wrenches for inspection plate nuts
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Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification
a. Nomenclature: _c*_4ec _c_e,_
#I.0 t0 :"
b. SN: I000_3_
o Handling Procedure Number
_ _,_I - TC P- £P5"/-- oo/
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.} 4. WeijJht to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: -/_,, _¢-_ ; I_ ,70 a. Item: .3/0 (,_ s/_r'F <_.r_,4_)
b. Date of llft: _c}/zo / _}3 b. Hoisting Equipment _ o
c. Total: _ 3 _;
CheckList
a. Assessment Prior to Critical Lift
I. Maintenance records ,_
2. Equipment tagged with appropriate max ,_
working loads
3. Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load _-
of hoisting equiptrnent as configured
4. Assessment prior to critical lift complete per _
MSFC- STD - 12 6E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane /-_7"/_ _A__]_ Rigger _7"_]% _E_.K... na uan
Personnel Hoist
c. Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive o _.L
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of ._g)O Ibs. completed and no
discrepancies noted.
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical I/ftinl eau/vment and personnel hl_ve been
reviewed and found to be in co-m0ilanee with the rea uiremen_ Of MSF¢-
STD-120E.










Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 1
a.
b. SN: ) 0o_73_
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.),
a. Building: qC,l_ _m 17o C_¢
b. Date of lift: q/.<c//qJ
CheckUst





Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
Item: _ i L;
b. Hoisting Equipment ,t.
c. Total: 3 3 _






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical llft complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
,x.
bo Operator's Certification Validation:





Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
Dummy load lift of ._'_t) Ibs. completed and no
discrepancies noted.
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the edtlcal llftlng equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compllane¢ with the reqglrement$ of MSFC-
_TD-126E.








Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification
a. Nomenclature: ,'_,__.,-
o Handling Procedure Number
b. SN: l 0e_ $
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4.
a. Building: _ lq _, {'_0 (_rKU_I"
m_F¢: _ j ,jtC>
b. Date of lift: oct [_o[_t3
Checklist
Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Item: _"/c_
b. Hoisting Equipment p_o
c. Total: 5"_'O






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane P¢_ _'_'_ao', ¢'1C. Rigger
ForkliR}-_ O_rrfclC Driver Personnel Hoist
C.
d.
Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
Dummy load lift of _"_d:) Ibs. completed and no
discrepancies noted.
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical liftinl equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compllan¢¢ with the requirements of MSFC-
_TD- 12 6E.
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4.5 Move and Setup Procedure
Personnel Responsibilities
Move BSM from Pyre Shock Area to the Vibration Test Area
6.1 Take the Test Item to the Vibration Test Room
Thermal Conditioning for Radial Axis Setup
7.1 Radial Axis Test Setup
7.2 Attach Adapter Plates to the Aft Skirt Support Brackets
7.3 Position the Test Item Over the Vibration Table Using the Overhead
Crane. Align the Test Item With the Proper Holes in the Table.
7.4 Adapter Plate Attachment to the Vibration Table
7.5 Disconnect the Lifting Straps from the Motor and Crane
Thermal Conditioning Setup
8.1 Conditioning Chamber Setup for Radial Axis
Post Test Verification
Appendix A - Test Procedure Deviations
Appendix B - Figures





This test procedure addresses all the requirements to perform
the move of the BSM from the pyro test facility to the vibration
test facility along with the thermal conditioning setup for the
Radial Axis vibration test.
1.2 Objective
The objective of the dynamic testing is to verify the physical and
functional survivability of the Booster Separation Motors. Of
particular interest for these tests are the components bonded
using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this adhesive
include the throat insert, the centering insert,and the igniter
grain support rod.
ADnlicable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certification of Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)
NSS/GO 1740.9 Safety Standard for Lifting Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1(VI) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-I00 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP-01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700.4 Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMI 1710.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilitiesand Activities at MSFC
MMI 1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification









Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
Electrostatic Discharge Control Requirements
Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSD-5597-93-1 Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster




Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
3.2
3.3
The following safety criteriaare in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations". If safety rules/regulations are not followed,injury
to personnel and/or damage to test items could occur.








Prior to starting work in 4619 a visual inspection of the work
area shall be made for anomalies by task supervisor and safety
personnel. __MSFC TE f_ MSFC SE
Date/Time: °¢i/7..1] _ i_'.S-O c,.,_,
Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath













Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be liftedonly high
enough to clear fixed objectsin the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slings may be lefton the hoist ifdesired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part of the lifting
equipment willbe at least seven feetfrom the floorwhen not in
use.
Crane, hoist,liR prime operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latestrevision of MMI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certificationcard.
Certifications checked by: _
Date / Time: O_[Lt/_ 3
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityof being crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they willnot accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with littleor no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used is equal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted sling and the free pickup point is (are)
secured to prevent it (them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The liftingor transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during liftingoperations.
Hardhats are required when the _ isat or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.





Solvent Use (See NOTE)
Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor
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NOTE: Grease and solvent use are only '_if needed" as
determined by the MSFC TE and CSD TE.
3.14 Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
3.14.1 The load will be suspended in a static condition for an
extended amount of time.
3.14.2 A crane operator crew change or substitution must be made.
3.15 No electric power tools shall be used near the live test item.
Use of pneumatic tools is acceptable.
3.16 All ground cables and ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verified with a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
3.17 All personnel within touching distance of the BSM or ordnance
shall wear a wrist strap that has been checked with a wrist
strap checker. This step should be performed each time the
wrist strap ground is broken.
3.18 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
Test Items and Test Reauirements
4.1 Test Items
The test item for the delta qualification vibration tests consists
of a live BSM which will be tested in the aft motor
configuration. The motor will be tested with an aero heat




Unless otherwise stated in this procedure, the tolerances
applicable to the test conditions described shall be as specified
in MJL-STD-810D. These tolerances are as follows:









All data taken with non-recording instruments will be
recorded in ink directly onto data sheets and/or log sheets.
The log or data sheets will identify the test being performed, the
test item, the item part number, and the applicable test
procedure. Corrections or changes will be made by drawing a
single line through the original entry. The new entry will be
made directly above the old and initialed by the person making
the entry. Each page will be signed and dated at the bottom of
the page by the person rnAkin_ the entries, and counter signed
by the test engineer after review.
Test Conditions
The live delta qualification motor will be vibration tested at a
specific temperature. The motor will be either be tested at 25°F
or at 125°F depending on which motor is controlled by this
procedure.
The MSFC TE is responsible for checking the weather conditions
before the move. The test site's relative humidity must be above
20%. If the humidity is not above 20%, all move operations will be
postponed until favorable weather conditions resume.
Test site'srelative humidity: _ Z_/'o MSFC TE /fl_
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there isno lighting within 10 miles.
(MET team phone number ....876-2465).
Iflightning is within I0 miles during any time that a live
BSM isin building 4619, the MSFC TE shall make
arrangements to disconnect the motor ground from the
facility ground. The motor shall remain ungrounded until
the lightning is out of range.
When reconnecting the ground after a lightning storm, a
100Kohm resistor should be connected to the ground wire from
the motor before connecting to facilityground. This allows any
charge on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistor
should be leftconnected for no less than 30 seconds.
ARer the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from facilityground





It isnot recommended to transport the motor in the rain. However, if
the motor must be moved in the rain, itshould be wrapped in
Velostat and sealed with conductive tape.
Test Equipment
All measurements shall be made with instruments and
equipment whose accuracy and/or calibration has been
verified.
Calibration Acceptable /f-_ (MFSC TE)
Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
The heaviest liftduring all of the delta qualificationtesting
will be liftingthe motor while in its shipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 Ibs.
All forkliftsand overhead hoists must be load (break) tested
to at least 110% of this weight (i.e.350 Ibs.).This testmust be
performed prior to any handling of the BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM isliftedby the
same handling equipment. It is therefore recommended that
the break testsbe performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proof load must be at least 350 Ibs.
b° Liftthe dummy load clear of the ground (lessthan 1 foot)and
lower to ground three times, holding for five minutes on the
third lift.Lifting straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPENDIX B FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
Procedure for the Move and Setup
ARer review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
minimum of the MSFC TE, MSFC SE, and the MSFC QA.
As soon as possible aRer a test failure,a deviation from the
specifiedtest environment, or any other incident which affects
the testor testitem, MSFC willnotifythe authorized UT/CSD
representative ofthe event verbally and willthen generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy of the Test
Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix A. Photographs





All tests will be witnessed by the authorized UT/CSD
representative and USBI representative. The MSFC test
engineer will also witness the testing (moving and setup).
Notification of the start of the move shall be communicated to
the authorized UT/CSD and USBI representatives and the




The MSFC TE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All hnndllng of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
5.3 Jim McGee (vibration) and Jim Herring (pyro) shall be





All involved lab directors and division chiefs shall be notified
prior to testing.
The MSFC TE shall make arrangements for the live BSM to be
transported from the pyro lab to the vibration lab.
The area around the outside of the vibration facility shall be
secured before the live BSM is brought from the pyro shock test
site. This area should also be clear so that the transport
truck can drive to the vibration lab doors.
/7_ MSFC TE
Area secured? _ NO _MsFc SE
Comments: l_)0_ IoLf_4_
6.0 Move BSM from Pvro Shock Area to the Vibration Test Area






Take the Test Item to the Vibration Test Room
Have a certified truck ready to transport the test item to the
vibration test room. The truck's engine will be turned off and
at least one wheel chocked.
6.1.3
CAUTION: Make New Ground Before Braking Old Ground.
The MSFC TE shall callsecurity (4-4357) to arrange for a motor
escort to the vibration lab.
Attach a ground wire to the truck chassis and verify its
resistance. Resistance shall measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance measured MSFC QA
6.1.4
6.1.5
CAUTION: Exercise care not to entangle or tug on the motor
grounding strap during the following Hfting operation.
/
SLOWLY liftthe motor and pallet using the certifiedfork lift [_¢]"
and load into the truck bed. Secure the palletto the truck bed.
Attach the ground strap from the truck chassis to the motor case. [_
6.1.6
Verify resistance between motor case and truck chassis (<I ohm):
Resistance measured: 0. I _ MSFC QA
Disconnect the motor to test cellground.
6.1.7 Upon arrival of escort, the motor carrying truck and escort
personnel shall follow the route provided in Figure 1 moving





Fork li_ shall proceed to the point designated on Figure 1
as "destination." The fork fir should carry the pallet containing
the empty shipping container and place it near the entrance
to the longitudinal axis vibration testroom.
MSFC TE shall make sure that the necessary hardware and
materials are transported to the vibration test room.
Upon arrival at the destination, the truck will turn off its engine
and chock at least one wheel.
Attach a long ground wire to facility(vib.)ground and verify its
resistance. Resistance shall measure less than one (I) ohm.
Resistance measured: 0. i
d
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6.1.10 Attach the free end of thisground wire to the motor and verify [_i
its resistance. Resistance shall measure less than one (1) ohm.
Resistance measured:. O, 2- _ MSFC QA _..-_
6.1.11 Remove motor to chassis ground. [of/
CAUTION: Be careful.not to disconnect the ground wires during_
the following moves. _,_ ,4_'_. _
_,_-fA_r-_ Use the forkliR to place the motor and the palletdirectlybeneath , __r"





Disconnect the ground between the fork liR and facility'ground.
The fork liR may now exitthe immediate area.
Remove the attach boltsbetween the support brackets and the pallet.
Place the attach bolts in a labeled bag.
Leave the doors that enter the high bay open while handling the BSM. [
7.0 Thermal Conditionin¢ for Radial Axis Test Setuo
7.0.1 Unless otherwise stated by the MSFC TE, allpersonnel related [_
to this test shall stay in the vibration control room during the
test set-up and actual tests.
7.0.2 Dare Test Fixture Run [_
At the discretion of the vibration test supervisor, perform a bare
fixture or bare headplate/slipplate equalization run for the first
test spectrum in each of the test axes, just prior to mounting the
test specimen or after each axis change. This procedure will
verify that the vibration control system is set up properly and that
the vibration spectrum is within the tolerances specified in
paragraph 4.2.1.
#,
Bare fixture run performed: yes V/ no
Comments: -_ _t_v¢_ fvn ¢_ 0"11/7/(13
7.1 Radial Axis Test Setup
7.1.1 General Information
The vibration control equipment shall be installed as shown in
Figure 2, and verify that the equipment calibrations are current.





test fixture. The BSM will be mounted on the test fixture in the aR motor
configuration. Reference Figure 3 for a sketch of this configuration.
The motor will be vibrated in each of the three orthogonal axes
as shown in Figure 3. The control signal shall be the average
of two accelerometers located on the fixture near each bracket/
fixture attach point. Two triaxial response accelerometers shall be
attached to the motor near zero degrees at the a/_ end, and 180
degrees at the forward end, as shown in Figure 3. Accelerometers shall
be oriented to the test axes as shown in Figure 3. Hard mount the
control accelerometers to the vibration test fixture at the forward
and aft attach points and parallel to the direction of excitation.
Secure the accelerometer cables to the test fixture with tape.
Use an oscilloscope to verify that the noise floor of the vibration
control system on the control accelerometer is 0.2 g or less.
Attach Adapter Plates to the Aft Skirt Support Brackets
Attach the belly straps as shown in Figure 4b for the installation
of the adapter plates.
CAUTION: The following step involves working with a suspended
load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load
unless the load is properly blocked up.
CAUTION: Exercise care not to entangle or tug on the motor
grounding strap during the following lifting
operations.
LiR the testitem offthe palletand rotate the motor 180 ° so that
the aft skirt attach bracket mounting holes face up.
Place the motor on the wood supports.
REMINDER: Be sure to put the custom shims in their correct
positions and orientation before sliding bolts
through the adapter plates.
CAUTION: When using grease, personnel shall wear Neoprene-
Latex gloves. Contaminated materials shall be
disposed of as hazardous waste.
79..5
Place the adapter plates on the BSM brackets and insert the bracket
to adapter plate bolts (wet with HD-2 grease) through the brackets
and adapter plate.







Installadapter plate to vibration table fasteners through the adapter
plates and secure with wing nuts.
Torque the EWB0420-8-31 bolts (10107-8-31 alternate) with NAS1587-8C
washers and TLN1021CPD2-8 self-aligning nuts at "A", _B", and "D"
positions (as marked on supports, 6 places) to 605 to 710 in-lbs (51 to 60 ft -
lbs) above running torque. At the "C" position, torque the EWB0420-10-32
bolts (10107-10-32 alternate)with NAS1587-10C washers
and TLN1023CD3-10 self-aligning nuts (2 places) to 1175 to
1380 in-lbs (98 to 115 ft -lbs) above running torque. Insure that bolt
grip is free from the threaded area of nut and that threaded portion of
bolt protrudes above nut; if not, use alternate length bolt.
A, B, D torque values: G__O,,,-I_,, MSFC QA
C torque value: ifl< 4:_-I_ MSFC QA %
TorquewrenchSN: _,_ C " _,,'nj'OO IS-q ig,_J ,d, {_, _





load. Keep feet and hands out from under the load.
The following step involves working with a suspended
Lift motor off of the wood supports to waist height and rotate
180 ° so that the bracket mounts are face down.
Remove wing nuts from the adapter plate to vibration table fasteners.
Position the Test Item Over the Vibration Table Using the
Overhead Crane. Align the Test Item With the Proper Holes
in the Table.
Adapter Plate Attachment to the Vibration Table
t4"
J
The adapter plates shall be attached to the vibration table using
the fasteners that are normally used by the vibration lab.
The fasteners used are I/2 inch diameter bolts.These bolts
should be torqued to 65 foot-pounds.
Record torque value: I'm_" _-]_,._ MSFC QA ,__
Torque wrench SN: _ _it] " 7.-/_ (I _
Disconnect the lifting straps from the motor and crane.
f -.,_ l- f j:
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8.0 Thermal Conditionin_ Setun
General Information:
The BSM motor willbe temperature conditioned for a minimum of 24
hours prior to vibration, and shall be maintained at temperature during
vibration. The motor willbe conditioned to 125 (+5, -0)°F or to 25 (+0,-5)°F.
NOTE: The MSFC TE should mark below which of the two
qualification motors pertains to this procedure. The
conditioning period starts after the average air temperature
inside the conditioning chamber stabilizes at the required
temperature. Should the motor be out of conditioning
tolerances for greater than 30 minutes, it must be
reconditioned for twice the time out of tolerance.
Motor #1 /Z_" °F Motor #2 °F
Motor SN /o o c_z 3 _ Motor SIN
8.1 Conditioning Chamber Setup for Radial Axis
8.1.1 Use the overhead crane to place the conditioning chamber over
the motor.
8.L2 Once the chamber is in place, attach the necessary hoses and
instrumentation from the conditioning unit to the chamber.
8.1.3 Make sure the chamber therm0couple is in the correct position
for measuring the air temperature around the motor.
8.1.4 Make sure the motor ground strap is secured.
8.1.5 Activate conditioning unit and monitor the temperature. The
chamber is considered "at temperature" when the temperature
has stabilized at the desired value.




9.0 Post Test Verification
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorilycompleted and :
ao All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
deleted by approved deviation)
b*
Submitted Verified by:
Date: oq/L '[ _ _
Motor Serial Number:






































































































(C)3-D IN SADDLED POSITION












Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification
a. Nomenclature: _¢_ ¢.
b. SN:_-.t.2 6"(c_)
(_ _" ,,_73¢_
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.)
a. Building: _'/d t/?









Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Item: l_- _ "-¢i0 (J j
b. Hoisting Equipment ~ _ ID
c. Total: _ _Jo t_






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured













Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
Dummy load lift of _)_ Ibs. completed and no
discrepancies noted.
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical Itftintl eauivm.¢nt _d versol_nel have been
reviewed and found to be in comDllance with the reaulrements of MSFC-









Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
CheckUst






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C. Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d° Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical lifting e.q_ipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the. reauirements Qf MSF¢-
STD-126E,
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Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification
a. Nomenclature: _t_-
b. SN: lo007_J_ C_s_
o Handling Procedure Number
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.)
a. Building: _ 4_/_ _l_+
b. Date of lift: ¢_/_I/qJ
Checklist
4, Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Item: 3 _
b. Hoisting Equipment _, 0
c. Total: _ -_ (_
a. Assessment Prior to Critical Lift
i. Maintenance records _'_
2. Equipment tagged with appropriate max v"
working loads
3. Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load ,,"
of hoisting equiptment as configured
4. Assessment prior to critical llft complete per /,I
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forkli_ _'r ]]_c_._I_It___K_Driver Personnel Hoist
C*
d.
Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
Dummy load lift of _'_ Ibs. completed and no
discrepancies noted.
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical lifting equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the req1_irements of MSFC-
_TD- 126E.









Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification
a, Nomenclature: _u._r
b. SN: Seoo 7sg (fs.q
o Handling Procedure Number
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.} 4.
a. Building: _ 9 r_l_ c_ _ _7_
b. Date of lift: o_llZl [qY
Checklist
Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. item: _ ¢ 0
b. Hoisting Equipment _ 0
c. Total: ,_ _






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured










Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
Dummy load lift of __& Ibs. completed and no
discrepancies noted.
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certlfl/that the critical I/fting eauloment and personnel have been
reviewed and fognd tO be In compllance wi_h the requlremcnts of MSF{_-
STD- 126E,








Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fae. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical llft complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C. Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of , Ibs. completed and no
discrepancies noted.
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical _iftinl equipment and personnel h,ave been
reviewed and found to be in compl/an¢¢ with the reo_u/rements of MSFC-
_TD- 126E.











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.} 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C, Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical I/ftin_ equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and fo_n_ tQ be in compliance with the requirement_ of MSFC-
6TD-126E,











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. ]Fl'a_dllng Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
C* Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the cri_i¢_l lifting eoulpment and versonnel Imv¢ been
reviewed and found to be in comolianee with the rea ulrements of MSF¢-











Lifting Eauipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.} 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of llft: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical llft complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger FLagman
ForkliR Driver Personnel Hoist
Co Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
do Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I eertif_ that the Critical llftin_f .equipment an_l personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the requirements of MSFC-
STD-126E_







Thursday October 14, 1993 09:02:32 pm
Booster Separation Motor: SN: 1000738
Temperature: 125 deg. F (+5 deg., -0 deg.)
264,13:36:19
002 72.5 F 003 72.5 F
264,13:38:19
002 72.6 F 003 72.6 F
264,13:40:19
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
264,13:42:19
002 71.4 F 003-****.* F
264,13:44:19
002 72.8 F 003 72.8 F
264,13:46:19
002 72.8 F 003 72.8 F
264,13:48:19
002 72.8 F 003 72.8 F
264,13:50:19
002 72.8 F 003 72.8 F
264,13:52:19
002 72.8 F 003 72.9 F
264,13:54:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,13:56:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,13:58:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:00:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:02:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:04:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:06:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:08:19














....002 72.8 F 003
264,14:12:19
002 72.7 F 003
264,14:14:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:16:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:18:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:20:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:22:19
002 72.7 F 003
264,14:24:19
002 72.7 F 003
264,14:26:19
002 72.8 F 003
264,14:28:19
002 72.7 F 003
264,14:30:19
002 72.4 F 003
264,14:32:19
002 72.0 F 003
264,14:34:19
002 71.1 F 003
264,14:36:19
002 71.8 F 003
264,14:38:19
002 73.6 F 003
264,14:40:19
002 75.1 F 003
264,14:42:19
002 76.8 F 003
264,14:44:19
002 77.8 F 003
• 264 13:51:52


























Thursday October 14, 1993
002 79.2 F 003 81.7 F
264 13:55:52
002 80.6 F 003 83.6 F
264 13:57:52
002 82.1 F 003 85.3 F
264 13:59:52
002 84.0 F 003 87.8 F
264 14:01:52
002 85.6 F 003 88.8 F
264 14:03:52
002 86.2 F 003 89.8 F
264 14:05:52
002 87.1 F 003 90.5 F
264 14:07:52
002 87.3 F 003 90.9 F
264 14:09:52
002 88.0 F 003 91.5 F
264 14:11:52
002 88.2 F 003 91.7 F
264 14:13:52
002 88.6 F 003 92.2 F
264 14:15:52
002 89.1 F 003 92.5 F
264 14:17:52
002 89.3 F 003 92.6 F
264 14:19:52
002 89.8 F 003 93.0 F
264 14:21:52
002 89.8 F 003 92.8 F
264 14:23:52
002 89.9 F 003 92.9 F
264 14:25:52
002 90.0 F 003 93.0 F
264 14:27:52
q02 90.2 F 003 93.0 F
264 14:29:52





_hursday October 14, 1993
002 91.2 F 003 94.4 F
264 14:33:52
002 91.6 F 003 95.0 F
264 14:35:52
002 91.9 F 003 95.3 F
264 14:37:52
002 92.4 F 003 95.5 F
264 14:39:52
002 92.6 F 003 95.8 F
264 14:41:52
002 92.7 F 003 96.2 F
264 14:43:52
002 93.8 F 003 97.1 F
264 14:45:52
002 94.3 F 003 97.5 F
264 14:47:52
002 94.7 F 003 97.9 F
- 264 14:49:52
002 94.7 F 003 98.0 F
264 14:51:52
002 94.7 F 003 97.8 F
264 14:53:52
002 94.9 F 003 97.9 F
264 14:55:52
002 95.2 F 003 98.4 F
264 14:57:52
002 95.5 F 003 98.8 F
264 14:59:52
002 95.8 F 003 99.0 F
264 15:01:52
002 95.9 F 003 99.0 F
264 15:03:52
002 96.0 F 003 99.1 F
264 15:05:52
402 96.3 F 003 99.5 F
264 15:07:52







002 96.3 F 003
264 15:11:52
002 96.5 F 003
264 15:13:52
002 96.8 F 003
264 15:15:52
002 96.8 F 003
264 15:17:52
002 97.4 F 003
264 15:19:52
002 98.7 F 003
264 15:21:52
002 i01.I F 003
264 15:23:52
002 103.6 F 003
264 15:25:52
002 104.3 F 003
264 15:27:52
002 104.7 F 003
264 15:29:52
002 104.6 F 003
264 15:31:52
002 105.1 F 003
264 15:33:52
002 105.4 F 003
264 15:35:52
002 105.4 F 003
264 15:37:52
002 105.7 F 003
264 15:39:52
002 108.4 F 003
264 15:41:52
002 109.3 F 003
264 15:43:52
002 ii0.I F 003
-264 15:45:52



























002 114.4 F 003
264 15:49:52
002 114.5 F 003
264 15:51:52
002 115.3 F 003
264 15:53:52
002 116.3 F 003
264 15:55:52
002 116.6 F 003
264 15:57:52
002 116.8 F 003
264 15:59:52
002 117.7 F 003
264 16:01:52
002 119.1 F 003
264 16:03:52
002 119.9 F 003
264 16:05:52
002 120.5 F 003
264 16:07:52
002 120.6 F 003
264 16:09:52
002 121.4 F 003
264 16:11:52
002 121.5 F 003
264 16:13:52
002 122.0 F 003
264 16:15:52
002 122.4 F 003
264 16:17:52
002 122.6 F 003
264 16:19:52
002 122.9 F 003
264 16:21:52
002 123.3 F 003
• 264 16:23:52



























002 123.6 F 003
264 16:27:52
002 123.5 F 003
264 16:29:52
002 123.9 F 003
264 16:31:52
002 124.2 F 003
264 16:33:52
002 124.3 F 003
264 16:35:52
002 124.3 F 003
264 16:37:52
002 124.1 F 003
264 16:39:52
002 124.0 F 003
264 16:41:52
002 124.2 F 003
264 16:43:52
002 124.2 F 003
264 16:45:52
002 124.4 F 003
264 16:47:52
002 124.7 F 003
264 16:49:52
002 125.0 F 003
264 16:51:52
002 125.1 F 003
264 16:53:52
002 125.2 F 003
264 16:55:52
002 125.2 F 003
264 16:57:52
002 125.3 F 003
264 16:59:52
002 125.6 F 003
264 17:01:52



























....002 125.6 F 003
264 17:05:52
002 125.8 F 003
264 17:07:52
002 125.6 F 003
264 17:09:52
002 126.0 F 003
264 17:11:52
002 126.2 F 003
264 17:13:52
002 126.2 F 003
264 17:15:52
002 126.2 F 003
264 17:17:52
002 126.1 F 003
264 17:19:52
002 126.0 F 003
264 17:21:52
--002 126.0 F 003
264 17:23:52
002 125.9 F 003
264 17:25:52
002 126.1 F 003
264 17:27:52
002 126.2 F 003
264 17:29:52
002 126.2 F 003
264 17:31:52
002 126.4 F 003
264 17:33:52
002 126.3 F 003
264 17:35:52
002 126.2 F 003
264 17:37:52
002 126.5 F 003
4 264 17:39:52


























Thursday October 14, 1993
002 126.5 F 003 127.9 F
264 17:43:52
002 126.5 F 003 127.8 F
264 17:45:52
002 126.7 F 003 127.8 F
264 17:47:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.9 F
264 17:49:52
002 126.7 F 003 127.8 F
264 17:51:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.5 F
264 17:53:52
002 126.4 F 003 127.5 F
264 17:55:52
002 126.4 F 003 127.4 F
264 17:57:52
002 126.4 F 003 127.4 F
- 264 17:59:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.5 F
264 18:01:52
002 126.4 F 003 127.5 F
264 18:03:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.6 F
264 18:05:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.8 F
264 18:07:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.6 F
264 18:09:52
002 126.9 F 003 127.7 F
264 18:11:52
002 126.7 F 003 127.6 F
264 18:13:52
002 126.4 F 003 127.4 F
264 18:15:52
n02 126.6 F 003 127.2 F
264 18:17:52





Thursday October 14, 1993
- 002 126.5 F 003 127.4 F
264 18:21:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.3 F
264 18:23:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.6 F
264 18:25:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.6 F
264 18:27:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.7 F
264 18:29:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.5 F
264 18:31:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.4 F
264 18:33:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.4 F
264 18:35:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.6 F
264 18:37:52
002 126.9 F 003 127.7 F
264 18:39:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
264 18:41:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
264 18:43:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
264 18:45:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
264 18:47:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
264 18:49:52
002 127.2 F 003 127.8 F
264 18:51:52
002 127.2 F 003 127.9 F
264 18:53:52
002 126.9 F 003 127.8 F
264 18:55:52







-002 127.1 F 003
264 18:59:52
002 127.0 F 003
264 19:01:52
002 127.2 F 003
264 19:03:52
002 127.2 F 003
264 19:05:52
002 127.2 F 003
264 19:07:52
002 127.2 F 003
264 19:09:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:11:52
002 127.2 F 003
264 19:13:52
002 127.2 F 003
264 19:15:52
002 127.2 F 003
264 19:17:52
002 127.3 F 003
264 19:19:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:21:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:23:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:25:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:27:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:29:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:31:52
_02 127.4 F 003
264 19:33:52



























....002 127.4 F 003
264 19:37:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:39:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:41:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:43:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:45:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:47:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:51:52
002 127.3 F 003
264 19:53:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:55:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 19:57:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 19:59:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:01:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:03:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 20:05:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 20:07:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 20:09:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 20:11:52



























v002 127.3 F 003
264 20:15:52
002 127.3 F 003
264 20:17:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 20:19:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:21:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 20:23:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:25:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:27:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:29:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 20:31:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 20:33:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 20:35:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 20:37:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 20:39:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 20:41:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 20:43:52
002 127.8 F 003
264 20:45:52
002 127.8 F 003
264 20:47:52
002 127.5 F 003
_264 20:49:52



























_002 127.6 F 003
264 20:53:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:55:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:57:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 20:59:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 21:01:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 21:03:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 21:05:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 21:07:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 21:09:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 21:11:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 21:13:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 21:15:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 21:17:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 21:19:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 21:21:52
002 127.4 F 003
264 21:23:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 21:25:52
002 127.3 F 003
- 264 21:27:52


























Thursday October 14, 1993
002 127.5 F 003 127.7 F
264 21:31:52
002 127.4 F 003 127.5 F
264 21:33:52
002 127.4 F 003 127.5 F
264 21:35:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.6 F
264 21:37:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.8 F
264 21:39:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.7 F
264 21:41:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.6 F
264 21:43:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.7 F
264 21:45:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.7 F
264 21:47:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.7 F
264 21:49:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.7 F
264 21:51:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.8 F
264 21:53:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.8 F
264 21:55:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.6 F
264 21:57:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.8 F
264 21:59:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.8 F
264 22:01:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.7 F
264 22:03:52
%02 127.5 F 003 127.6 F
264 22:05:52






-002 127.5 F 003
264 22:09:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:11:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 22:13:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:17:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:19:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:21:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:23:52
002 127.7 F 003
_ 264 22:25:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:27:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 22:29:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 22:31:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:33:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 22:35:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 22:37:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:39:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 22:41:52
_02 127.6 F 003
-264 22:43:52



























002 127.6 F 003
264 22:47:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 22:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 22:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 22:57:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 22:59:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:01:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 23:03:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:05:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:07:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:09:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:11:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:13:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:15:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:17:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:19:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:21:52



























-o02 127.7 F 003
264 23:25:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:27:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:29:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:31:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 23:33:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 23:35:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:37:52
002 127.5 F 003
264 23:39:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:41:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:43:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:45:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:47:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:49:52
002 127.7 F 003
264 23:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
264 23:57:52
002 127.7 F 003
-264 23:59:52



























--002 127.6 F 003
265 00:03:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:05:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:07:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:09:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:11:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 00:13:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 00:15:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 00:17:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 00:19:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:21:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:23:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:25:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 00:27:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 00:29:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 00:31:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 00:33:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:35:52
002 127.7 F 003
-- 265 00:37:52



























_302 127.7 F 003
265 00:41:52
302 127.7 F 003
265 00:43:52
D02 127.7 F 003
265 00:45:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:47:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 00:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 00:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 00:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 00:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 00:57:52
....002 127.7 F 003
265 00:59:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 01:01:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 01:03:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 01:05:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 01:07:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 01:09:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 01:11:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 01:13:52
002 127.7 F 003
_ 265 01:15:52


























_hursday October 14, 1993
002 127.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:19:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 01:21:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 01:23:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.5 F
265 01:25:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:27:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 01:29:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:31:52
002 127.8 F 003 127.8 F
265 01:33:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
--265 01:35:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:37:52
002 127.8 F 003 127.7 F
265 01:39:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:41:52
002 127.8 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:43:52
002 127.8 F 003 127.7 F
265 01:45:52
002 127.8 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:47:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 01:49:52
002 127.8 F 003 127.7 F
265 01:51:52
_02 127.8 F 003 127.8 F
265 01:53:52
002 127.8 F 003 127.6 F
08:41:36 pm
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Thursday October 14, 1993
....002 127.6 F 003 127.5 F
265 01:57:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 01:59:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.6 F
265 02:01:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.2 F
265 02:03:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.4 F
265 02:05:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.3 F
265 02:07:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.2 F
265 02:09:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.4 F
265 02:11:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.4 F
_ 265 02:13:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.4 F
265 02:15:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.5 F
265 02:17:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.3 F
265 02:19:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.5 F
265 02:21:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.4 F
265 02:23:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.6 F
265 02:25:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.5 F
265 02:27:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.4 F
265 02:29:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.4 F
- 265 02:31:52






002 127.6 F 003
265 02:35:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:37:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:39:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:41:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 02:43:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:45:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:47:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:49:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:57:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 02:59:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:01:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:03:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:05:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:07:52
002 127.6 F 003
- 265 03:09:52



























--002 127.6 F 003
265 03:13:52
302 127.7 F 003
265 03:15:52
D02 127.6 F 003
265 03:17:52
902 127.7 F 003
265 03:19:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:21:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:23:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:25:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:27:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:29:52
_002 127.6 F 003
265 03:31:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:33:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:35:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:37:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:39:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:41:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 03:43:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:45:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 03:47:52


























thursday October 14, 1993
...._02 127.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 03:51:52
302 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 03:53:52
902 127.8 F 003 127.6 F
265 03:55:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.3 F
265 03:57:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
265 03:59:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 04:01:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.3 F
265 04:03:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
265 04:05:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
265 04:07:52
_O02 127.7 F 003 127.3 F
265 04:09:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 04:11:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.7 F
265 04:13:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
265 04:15:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 04:17:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.4 F
265 04:19:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
265 04:21:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
265 04:23:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
-- 265 04:25:52






_002 127.7 F 003
265 04:29:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:31:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 04:33:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 04:35:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:37:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:39:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:41:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 04:43:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:45:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:47:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:49:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:51:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 04:53:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:55:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:57:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 04:59:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:01:52
002 127.5 F 003
_-265 05:03:52



























002 127.5 F 003
265 05:07:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:09:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:11:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:13:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:17:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:19:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:21:52
002 127.6 F 003
_65 05:23:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:25:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:27:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:29:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:31:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:33:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:35:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:37:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:39:52
_02 127.6 F 003
265 05:41:52



























002 127.6 F 003
265 05:45:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:47:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 05:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:57:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 05:59:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:01:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:03:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:05:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:07:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:09:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:11:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:13:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:17:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 06:19:52



























-002 127.6 F 003
265 06:23:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:25:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:27:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:29:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:31:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:33:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:35:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:37:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:39:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 06:41:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:43:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:45:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:47:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 06:51:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 06:53:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 06:55:52
002 127.4 F 003
- 265 06:57:52



























_O02 127.4 F 003
265 07:01:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 07:03:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 07:05:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 07:07:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 07:09:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:11:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:13:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:15:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:17:52
-002 127.5 F 003
265 07:19:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 07:21:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:02
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:05
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:08
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:11
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:14
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:17
002 127.5 F 003
- 265 07:22:20



























002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:26
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:22:29
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:23:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:25:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:27:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:29:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 07:31:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:33:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:35:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:37:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:39:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:41:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:43:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 07:45:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 07:47:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 07:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 07:53:52



























J02 127.6 F 003
265 07:57:52
902 127.5 F 003
265 07:59:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 08:01:52
902 127.6 F 003
265 08:03:52
902 127.5 F 003
265 08:05:52
902 127.5 F 003
265 08:07:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 08:09:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 08:11:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 08:13:52
_02 127.6 F 003
265 08:15:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 08:17:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 08:19:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 08:21:52
902 127.5 F 003
265 08:23:52
D02 127.6 F 003
265 08:25:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:27:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 08:29:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:31:52



























v002 127.5 F 003
265 08:35:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:37:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 08:39:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:41:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:43:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:45:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:47:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 08:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
....265 08:51:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:53:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:55:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:57:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 08:59:52
002 127.4 F 003
265 09:01:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 09:03:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 09:05:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 09:07:52
q02 127.6 F 003
_ 265 09:09:52



























--J02 127.5 F 003
265 09:13:52
)02 127.5 F 003
265 09:15:52
)02 127.5 F 003
265 09:17:52
)02 127.6 F 003
265 09:19:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 09:21:52
902 127.4 F 003
265 09:23:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 09:25:52
902 127.5 F 003
265 09:27:52
902 127.5 F 003
_ 265 09:29:52
)02 127.6 F 003
265 09:31:52
)02 127.5 F 003
265 09:33:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 09:35:52
902 127.5 F 003
265 09:37:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 09:39:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 09:41:52
902 127.6 F 003
265 09:43:52
902 127.6 F 003
265 09:45:52
_02 127.5 F 003
265 09:47:52


























Thursday October 14, 1993
002 127.5 F 003 127.2 F
265 09:51:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.1 F
265 09:53:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.0 F
265 09:55:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.2 F
265 09:57:52
002 127.5 F 003 127.1 F
265 09:59:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 10:01:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 10:03:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 10:05:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 10:07:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 10:09:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 10:11:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 10:13:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 10:15:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 10:17:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 10:19:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 10:21:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 10:23:52
002 127.5 F 003
- 265 10:25:52




















_02 127.5 F 003
265 10:29:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 10:31:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:33:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 10:35:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:37:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:39:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 10:41:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:43:52
302 127.5 F 003
_65 i0:45:52
-J02 127.6 F 003
265 10:47:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:49:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:51:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:53:52
302 127.5 F 003
265 10:55:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:57:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 10:59:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 11:01:52
302 127.6 F 003
265 11:03:52



























_002 127.5 F 003
265 11:07:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 11:09:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 11:11:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:13:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:15:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 11:17:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:19:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:21:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 11:23:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:25:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:27:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 11:29:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:31:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:33:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:35:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:37:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:39:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:41:52



























-002 127.6 F 003
265 11:45:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 11:47:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:49:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:57:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 11:59:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:01:52
-O02 127.6 F 003
265 12:03:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 12:05:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 12:07:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:09:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:11:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 12:13:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:17:52
002 127.5 F 003
....265 12:19:52



























_002 127.6 F 003
265 12:23:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:25:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:27:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:29:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:31:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 12:33:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:35:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:37:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:39:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:41:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:43:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:45:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:47:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:49:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 12:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
-265 12:57:52
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002 127.7 F 003 127.3 F
265 13:01:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:03:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:05:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:07:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:09:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:11:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:13:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 13:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:17:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:19:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:21:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:23:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 13:25:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:27:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:29:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:31:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 13:33:52
002 127.6 F 003
- 265 13:35:52

























-002 127.6 F 003
265 13:39:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 13:41:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:43:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:45:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:47:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 13:49:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:55:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 13:57:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 13:59:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:01:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:03:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:05:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:07:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:09:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:11:52
002 127.6 F 003
-265 14:13:52



























.....002 127.7 F 003
265 14:17:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:19:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:21:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:23:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:25:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:27:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:29:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:31:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:33:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:35:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:37:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:39:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:41:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:43:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:45:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:47:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 14:49:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:51:52



























-002 127.7 F 003
265 14:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:57:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 14:59:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:01:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:03:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:05:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:07:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:09:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:11:52
--002 127.7 F 003
265 15:13:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:17:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:19:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:21:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:23:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:25:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:27:52
002 127.6 F 003
....265 15:29:52



























--002 127.6 F 003
265 15:33:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:35:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:37:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:39:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:41:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:43:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:45:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 15:47:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:49:52
_002 127.7 F 003
265 15:51:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:53:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:55:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:57:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 15:59:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 16:01:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 16:03:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 16:05:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 16:07:52
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002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:11:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.3 F
265 16:13:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:15:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.1 F
265 16:17:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.1 F
265 16:19:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:21:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:23:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.3 F
265 16:25:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.1 F
_ 265 16:27:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:29:52
002 127.6 F 003 127.1 F
265 16:31:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:33:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.3 F
265 16:35:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:37:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.1 F
265 16:39:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.2 F
265 16:41:52
002 127.7 F 003 127.3 F
265 16:43:52
_02 127.7 F 003 127.4 F
v 265 16:45:52






002 127.7 F 003
265 16:49:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 16:51:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 16:53:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 16:55:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 16:57:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 16:59:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:01:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:03:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:05:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:07:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:09:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:11:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 17:13:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:15:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:17:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:19:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:21:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 17:23:52



























_002 127.9 F 003
265 17:27:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:29:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:31:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:33:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:35:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:37:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:39:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:41:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:43:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:45:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:47:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:49:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 17:51:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 17:53:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 17:55:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 17:57:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 17:59:52
002 127.8 F 003
_ 265 18:01:52



























_002 127.9 F 003
265 18:05:52
002 127.8 F 003
265 18:07:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 18:09:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 18:11:52
002 128.0 F 003
265 18:13:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 18:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 18:17:52
002 128.5 F 003
265 18:19:52
002 128.8 F 003
265 18:21:52
-002 128.6 F 003
265 18:23:52
002 128.5 F 003
265 18:25:52
002 128.5 F 003
265 18:27:52
002 128.5 F 003
265 18:29:52
002 128.5 F 003
265 18:31:52
002 128.3 F 003
265 18:33:52
002 128.3 F 003
265 18:35:52
002 128.3 F 003
265 18:37:52
002 127.0 F 003
_ 265 18:39:52
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_002 126.0 F 003 126.1 F
265 18:43:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 18:45:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 18:47:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 18:49:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 18:51:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 18:53:52
002 101.7 F 003
265 18:55:52
002 115.4 F 003
265 18:57:52
002 120.5 F 003
265 18:59:52
- 002 120.7 F 003
265 19:01:52
002 122.5 F 003
265 19:03:52
002 124.4 F 003
265 19:05:52
002 125.3 F 003
265 19:07:52
002 126.0 F 003
265 19:09:52
002 126.4 F 003
265 19:11:52
002 126.9 F 003
265 19:13:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 19:15:52
002 127.6 F 003
_ 265 19:17:52
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-002 128.9 F 003 128.3 F
265 19:21:52
002 129.4 F 003 128.8 F
265 19:23:52
002 129.5 F 003 129.3 F
265 19:25:52
002 126.6 F 003 126.6 F
265 19:27:52
002 124.7 F 003 124.8 F
265 19:29:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:31:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:33:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:35:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:37:52
--002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:39:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:41:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:43:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:45:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:47:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:49:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:51:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:53:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
- 265 19:55:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
08:41:36 pm
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Thursday October 14, 1993
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 19:59:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 20:01:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 20:03:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 20:05:52
002 94.7 F 003 97.9 F
265 20:07:52
002 99.3 F 003 101.9 F
265 20:09:52
002 108.3 F 003 109.4 F
265 20:11:52
002 111.7 F 003 112.7 F
265 20:13:52
002 114.4 F 003 115.1 F
k 265 20:15:52
002 116.1 F 003 117.1 F
265 20:17:52
002 118.2 F 003 119.0 F
265 20:19:52
002 120.0 F 003 120.7 F
265 20:21:52
002 121.3 F 003 122.1 F
265 20:23:52
002 123.3 F 003 124.4 F
265 20:25:52
002 124.7 F 003 125.4 F
265 20:27:52
002 125.5 F 003 126.5 F
265 20:29:52
002 126.1 F 003 127.0 F
265 20:31:52
902 126.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 20:33:52
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002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 20:37:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
265 20:39:52
002 127.0 F 003 128.0 F
265 20:41:52
002 127.1 F 003 128.0 F
265 20:43:52
002 127.2 F 003 128.0 F
265 20:45:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.7 F
265 20:47:52
002 126.9 F 003 127.6 F
265 20:49:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 20:51:52
002 127.1 F 003 127.9 F
265 20:53:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
265 20:55:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 20:57:52
002 127.1 F 003 128.0 F
265 20:59:52
002 127.1 F 003 128.0 F
265 21:01:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 21:03:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 21:05:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 21:07:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
265 21:09:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
-- 265 21:11:52
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_O02 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 21:15:52
002 127.1 F 003 127.7 F
265 21:17:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.8 F
265 21:19:52
002 126.7 F 003 127.7 F
265 21:21:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.5 F
265 21:23:52
002 126.5 F 003 127.3 F
265 21:25:52
002 126.6 F 003 127.5 F
265 21:27:52
002 126.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 21:29:52
002 126.7 F 003 127.5 F
265 21:31:52
002 126.7 F 003 127.6 F
265 21:33:52
002 126.9 F 003 127.6 F
265 21:35:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.7 F
265 21:37:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.5 F
265 21:39:52
002 126.8 F 003 127.7 F
265 21:41:52
002 126.9 F 003 127.9 F
265 21:43:52
002 126.9 F 003 127.6 F
265 21:45:52
002 127.0 F 003 127.9 F
265 21:47:52
002 127.1 F 003 127.9 F
265 21:49:52






v002 127.1 F 003
265 21:53:52
002 127.0 F 003
265 21:55:52
002 127.1 F 003
265 21:57:52
002 127.1 F 003
265 21:59:52
002 127.0 F 003
265 22:01:52
002 126.9 F 003
265 22:03:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 22:05:52
002 127.1 F 003
265 22:07:52
002 127.1 F 003
265 22:09:52
-002 126.9 F 003
265 22:11:52
002 126.9 F 003
265 22:13:52
002 127.0 F 003
265 22:15:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 22:17:52
002 127.0 F 003
265 22:19:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 22:21:52
002 127.1 F 003
265 22:23:52
002 127.3 F 003
265 22:25:52
002 127.2 F 003
_ 265 22:27:52



























v002 127.2 F 003
265 22:31:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 22:33:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 22:35:52
002 127.0 F 003
265 22:37:52
002 126.8 F 003
265 22:39:52
002 126.9 F 003
265 22:41:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 22:43:52
002 127.2 F 003
265 22:45:52
002 126.9 F 003
265 22:47:52
--D02 127.5 F 003
265 22:49:52
002 127.6 F 003
265 22:51:52
002 127.7 F 003
265 22:53:52
002 128.1 F 003
265 22:55:52
002 128.0 F 003
265 22:57:52
002 127.9 F 003
265 22:59:52



















002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 23:03:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
.....265 23:05:52
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-002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 23:09:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 23:11:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 23:13:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 23:15:52
002-****.* F 003-****.* F
265 23:17:52
002 103.6 F 003
265 23:19:52
002 118.6 F 003
265 23:21:52
002 122.0 F 003
265 23:23:52
002 125.1 F 003
265 23:25:52
--002 126.5 F 003
265 23:27:52
002 127.1 F 003
265 23:29:52
002 126.7 F 003
265 23:31:52
002 126.3 F 003
265 23:33:52
002 126.2 F 003
265 23:35:52
002 126.3 F 003
265 23:37:52
002 126.5 F 003
265 23:39:52
002 126.6 F 003
265 23:41:52
002 126.7 F 003
-265 23:43:52





















_002 127.3 F 003
265 23:47:52
002 127.1 F 003
265 23:49:52
002 127.5 F 003
265 23:51:52
002 128.3 F 003
265 23:53:52
002 128.4 F 003
265 23:55:52
002 128.5 F 003
265 23:57:52










002-****.* F 003-****.* F
266 00:01:52
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Load Shipping Container onto Truck
Transport Motor to Pyro Area/Unload Motor from Truck
Load Motor for Delivery to NASA Igloo
Post Test Verification
Appendix A - Test Procedure Deviations
Appendix B - Figures






This test procedure addresses all the requirements to move the
BSM shipping container from the vibration test area to the pyro
shock test area. The shipping container will remain in the
pyro shock area until delivery to the NASA igloo.
1.2 Objective of Qualification Tests
The objective of the dynamic testing is to verify the physical and
functional survivability of the Booster Separation Motors. Of
particular interest for these tests are the components bonded
using EA9394 adhesive. The components using this adhesive
include the throat insert,the centering insert,and the igniter
grain support rod.
/kpplicable Documents
MSFC-STD-513A Certification of Equipment Operations and
Materials Handling Personnel
EG5300.36A Safety
29 CFR 1910 Occupational Safety and Health Administration
(OSHA)
NSS/GO 1740.9 Safety Standard for Lilting Devices and Equipment
NHB 1700.1(V1) Basic Safety Manual
AMC-R 385-100 Safety Manual
EP01-SOP.01 Standard Operating Procedure for Safety Critical
Operations
MM 1700.4 Safety and Environmental Health Hazards
MMI 1700.17 MSFC Procedures for Acquiring Shipping Permits for
Rocket Motors and Igniters
MMI 1710.1 Safety Review and Approval of Hazardous and Potentially
Hazardous Facilitiesand Activities at MSFC
MMI 1710.6 MSFC Program for Personnel Certification
MMI 1711.2 Mishap Reporting and Investigation
332
MMI 1845.1 Hazard Communication Program
3.0
MMI 6400.2 Packaging, Handling, and Moving Program Critical
Hardware
MSFC-RQMT-1493 Electrostatic Discharge Control Requirements
MSFC-STD-1800 Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Control for Propellant and
Explosive Devices
MSFC-STD-126E Inspection, Maintenance, Proof Testing and Certification
of Handling Equipment
CSD-5597-93-I Rev. B Enhanced Delta Qualification Test Plan for Booster
Separation Motor (BSM), Aug. 6, 1993
IOSPC-0067 Rev. A Specification for Booster Separation Motors for Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster (thru SCN 014)
safety
3.1 The following safety criteria are in accordance with ET01-SOP-
01, Rev. A., Standard Operation Procedures for Safety Critical
Operations': If safety rules/regulations are not followed,injury
to personnel and/or damage to test items could occur.










Prior to starting work in 4619 a visual inspection of work area
shall be made for anomalies by task supervisor and safety
personnel.
/
Personnel shall not work or position themselves beneath













Objects handled by overhead hoist shall be liftedonly high
enough to clear fixed objects in the path of travel. Spreader
bars and slings may be lefton the hoist ifdesired when not in
use, but must be raised so that the lowest part ofthe lifting
equipment will be at least seven feet from the floorwhen not in
use.
Crane, hoist,liftprime operators, and riggers shall be certified
according to the latestrevision of MMI 1710.6, and shall have
in their possession a valid certificationcard.
Certificationschecked by: ]Y_
Date / Time: ,0 "_/Z.'S/el
Personnel working around suspended loads shall be alert to
the possibilityof being crushed between the suspended load
and a fixed object.
Loads shall be moved slowly so they will not accumulate more
momentum than can be stopped with littleor no swing.
Where handling slings are called out, a sling with more
pickup points than required may be used ifthe weight capacity
per point used is equal or greater than the weight capacity of
each point of the noted sling and the free pickup point is (are)
secured to prevent it(them) from swinging and causing
damage to parts.
Only the area coordinator should direct the crane moves,
however, any person determining an immediate danger or
problem may request stoppage of activities.
The liftingor transportation operation shall be halted by the
area coordinator at any time the control area cannot be
maintained.
Steel toe shoes are required during lii_ng operations.
Hardhats are required when the liR is at or above the
shoulders.
Tag line operators are to wear leather gloves.
The primary safety hazards associated with this operation are:
3.13.1 Lift operations
3.13A Live (Loaded) Solid Rocket Motor
334
3.14.2
Any time a crane is being used, it must be dogged if:
The load will be suspended in a static condition for an
extended amount of time.
A crane operator crew change or substitution must be made.
4.0
3.15 Inspection certifications shall be provided for the forklift used
to liR the motor shipping container.
Forklift certification provided _/'- MSFC TE
3.16 No electric power tools shall be used near the live test item.
Use of pneumatic tools is acceptable.
3.17 All ground cables and ground straps end-to-end resistances
shall be verified with a multimeter. These resistances
must measure less than 1 ohm.
3.18 All personnel within touching distance shall wear a wrist
strap that has been checked with a wrist strap checker. This
step should be performed each time the wrist strap ground is
broken.
3.19 All personnel within touching distance of open grain
propellant (and ordnance) shall wear antistatic coveralls.
Test Items. Test Eouiument. and Move Procedure
4.1 Test Items
For this procedure, the testitem should already be placed in its
shipping container and secured to its shipping pallet.
Motor Serial Number for this move: /_C$ _ 3
4.2 Test Equipment
4.2.1 Proof Loading of Handling Equipment (required for PCH)
4.2.1.1 The heaviest liR during all of the delta qualification testing
will be lifting the motor while in its shipping container.
The motor and shipping container together weigh about 310 lbs.
All forklifts and overhead hoists must be load (break) tested
to at least 110% of this weight (i.e. 350 Ibs.). This test must be
performed prior to any handling of the BSM but does not need to
be repeated until something other than the BSM is lifted by the
same handling equipment. It is therefore recommended that
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the break tests be performed each evening before the BSM testing
commences. The break tests shall be performed as follows:
a. The proof load must be at least350 Ibs.
b* Lift the dummy load clear of the ground (less than I foot)and
lower to ground three times, holding for fiveminutes on the
third lift.Lifting straps and spreader bar should be attached
during the lift.
SEE APPENDIX C FOR THE PROOF TEST INSPECTION SHEETS.
4.3 Move Procedure
4.3.1 After review and documented approval, a redline change to
this procedure may be performed. Approval shall be by a
minimum of Test Engineer.
4.3.2 As soon as possible after a test failure, a deviation from the
specified test environment, or any other incident which affects
the test or test item, MSFC will notify the authorized UT/CSD
representative of the event verbally and will then generate a
Test Procedure Deviation (NASA form 3959). A copy of the Test
Procedure Deviation is presented in Appendix A. Photographs
of any discrepancies shall also be taken.
Personnel Resuonsibilities
5.1 Weather
5.1.1 The MSFC TE is responsible for checking the weather
conditions before the move. The test site'srelative humidity
must be above 20%. Ifthe humidity isnot above 20%, allmove
operations will be postponed until favorable weather conditions
resume.
Test siterelativehumidity:. _-'_c_b' MSFC TE
5.1.2
5.1.3
It is not recommended to transport the motor in the rain.
However, ifthe motor must be moved during the rain, cover the
motor with Velostat sealed with conductive tape.
The MSFC TE shall check with the Army MET team to ensure that
there is no lighting within 10 miles.
(MET team phone number ....876-2465).
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5.1.4 If lightning is within 1O miles during any time that a live BSM
is in building 4619, the MSFC TE shall make arrangements to
disconnect the motor ground from the facility ground. The
motor shall remain ungrounded until the lightning is out of
range.
5.1.5 When reconnecting the ground after a lightning storm, a
100Kohm resistor should be connected to the ground wire from
the motor before connecting to facilityground. This allows any
charge on the motor to slowly dissipate to ground. The resistor
should be leR connected for no less than 30 seconds.
5.1.6 ARer the specified time, disconnect the ground wire from
facility ground and remove the resistor. Reconnect the ground
strap from the motor to facilityground.
5.2 Move Witnessing
The move will be witnessed by a minimum of the MSFC TE,
MSFC SE, and the MSFC QA.
5.3 The MSFC TE will serve as the area coordinator for the
test. All handling of the BSM will be directed by the
MSFC TE or cognizant test engineer.
&4 Jim McGee (vibration) shall be responsible for
photographic coverage of the move activities.
5.5 All involved lab directors and division chiefs shall be notified L]J
prior to testing.
5.6 The MSFC TE shall make arrangements for the Hve BSM to be
transported from the vibration lab to the pyro lab.
5.7 The MSFC TE shall call security (4-4357) to arrange for a motor
escort to the pyro lab.
Transm_rt Truck Preparation
6.1 The area around the outside of the pyro shock facility shall be
secured before the live BSM is brought to the pyro shock test site.
Area secured? _ NO _SFC
Comments:
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62 Have a certified truck ready to transport the test item to the
pyro test room. The truck's engine will be off and at least
one wheel chocked. _.._//j




MSFC TE shall callsecurity and arrange for an escort.
Shiuuin¢ Container onto Truck
CAUTION: Make sure the ground wire connecting the shipping
container to facmty ground is long enough to reach the
bed of the truck. If not, switch to a longer strap.
REMEMBER TO MAKE NEW GROUND BEFORE





CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground wire during
this move.
Use the fork liftto place the shipping container on the explosive
certifiedtruck. The MSFC TE shall designate someone to keep
the ground wire out of the way during this move.
Attach a ground strap to the truck chassis and verify its
resistance. Measure the resistance from the end of the ground strap to a
location on the truck chassis right next to the ground connection. The
reason for this check is to make sure that there is a good connection to the
motor chassis. Resistance shall measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance measured: O. l'(_c_ MSFC QA /_-----
Attach the chassis ground strap to the shipping container.
Verify truck to shipping container ground. Measure resistance
from right next to the chassis connection to the shipping container
connection. Resistance shall measure less than one (1) ohm.
Resistance measured: O. I_ MSFC QA
Disconnect the shipping container to test cell ground.
7.6 Secure the shipping container in the truck bed.
8.0 TransPort Motor to Pvro Area/Unload Motor From Truck
8.1 The motor carrying truck and escort personnel shall follow the















Fork liR shall proceed to the point designated on Figure 1
as "destination."
Upon arrival at the destination, the truck will turn off its engine,
engage the emergency brake, and chock at least one wheel.
Truck's wheel braked and chocked: _'_(" MSFC TE
CAUTION: Make New Ground Before Braking Old Ground.
Attach a ground wire to the pyro facility ground and verify its
resistance. Resistance shall measure less than 1 ohm.
t
Resistance measured _ ! . MSFC QA ___
Attach the ground wire to the motor shipping container. Verify
the resistance (should measure less than 1 ohm).
Resistance measured , I MSFC QA
Disconnect the ground strap between the motor and the truck chassis.
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground wire during
the following move.
Use the fork liftto remove the shipping container from the truck.
The MSFC TE shall designate someone to keep the ground strap
out of the way during unloading.
Place the shipping container near the center of the room.
Clear area. Close and lock the doors to the pyro facility.
All pyro shock operations shall not commence until the BSM motor
has been removed.
Motor for Delivery to NASA I_loo
Park truck outside the pyro room doors. Leave adequate space
for fork liftmaneuvering.
Turn off the truck's engine, engage the emergency brake, and
chock at least on of the truck's wheels.




9.3 Attach a ground wire to the truck chassis and verify the resistance.
The resistance should measure less than 1 ohm.
Resistance measured: d, I _t_ MSFC QA /3c_
CAUTION: Be careful not to disconnect the ground wire during
the following move.
9.4 Use the fork liftto place the shipping container on the explosive
certifiedtruck. The MSFC 'rE shall designate someone to keep
the ground wire out of the way during this move.
9.5 Attach ground wire from the truck chassis to the shipping container.
Verify resistance with an ohm meter (should be less than 1 ohm).
Resistance measured: 0 1A_ MSFC QA
9.6 Disconnect the shipping container to facilityground wire.
9.7 Secure the shipping container in the truck bed for delivery.




10.0 Post Test Verification
The procedure delineated in the above document has been
satisfactorilycompleted and •
ao All sequences in the procedure have been completed (or
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Liftin_ Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.)
a. Building:
b. Date of llft:











Equipment tagged w_th appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E





C° Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
do Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certi_ that the critical liftinl equipment and personnel have been
reviewed and found to be in ¢ompllan¢¢ with the requ/rements of MSFC-
STD-126E.











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature;
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.} 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.}
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of llft: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
Forklift Driver Personnel Hoist
Co Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load llft of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical lifting eouivment and versonnel have been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the reauircments of MSFC-
_TD- 126E.











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.) 4. Weight to be Lifted (in Ibs.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b, Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Check,st






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equlptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane Rigger Flagman
ForklIR Drlver Personnel Hoist
C° Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs, completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical lifting equipment and personnel h#ve been
reviewed and found to be in compliance with the reQulrements of MSFC-
$TD-126E,











Lifting Equipment Inspection Sheet
PCH Identification 2. Handling Procedure Number
a. Nomenclature:
b. SN:
Location of Lift (Fac. Bldg.} 4. Weight to be Lifted (in ms.)
a. Building: a. Item:
b. Date of lift: b. Hoisting Equipment
c. Total:
Checklist






Equipment tagged with appropriate max
working loads
Load to be lifted does not exceed max working load
of hoisting equiptment as configured
Assessment prior to critical lift complete per
MSFC-STD- 126E
b. Operator's Certification Validation:
Crane l_,ger Flagman
Forklitt Driver Personnel Hoist
C° Visual inspection shows no evidence of damage, excessive
wear or abuse.
d. Dummy load lift of
discrepancies noted.
Ibs. completed and no
For additional information, observations and remarks
I certify that the critical liftinl eouivment and versonnel have b¢¢n
reviewed and found to be in co-mviiance with the re_u/rements of MSF_-




































This test plan defines nhe delta qualification tests to be
performed for the Booster Separation Motor (BSM) Program. These
tests will verify the abiiit-/cf the enhanced BSM (B12000-i3/14-01)
to withstand aaverse environmental conditions and to perform
within specification requirements. The qualification test sequence
called out in the test plan includes temp_erature cycling, vibration
(at 25 degrees and 125 degrees F), snook (ambient temperature),
post-environmental x-ray and static testing. The new design
configuration will be qualified by si_i.'iarity to the following
IOSPC-0067 environments: ._-i-_ude cyci!ng, raln, humidity, salt
fog, 45 day aging and aizi-ude start. This is considered an
acceptable verification ap_Droach since the desicrn changes are
internml to the BSM and are isolated from all environments except
temperature and dynamics.
This delta aualification _rccram is being conducted to qualify
specific deslgn/producibii_t'/ enhancements incorporated into the
BSM as defined in motor ccnfigllration, B12000-13/14-01. The
specific design changes of inueres_ are:
Vulcanized nozzle cicsure insulator (see Vulcanization Test
Plan DTP-5597-001).
Adhesive EA9394 used _3 bond thrca_ and igniter components
<Test plan for EA 9394 _uaiificaticn is provided as Ap_-pendix
B).
!so static molded ATJ hulk _craphine throat material.
Deleted igniter adapter insulator ring.
Deleted ic_uiter adapter/igniter case interface RTV.
Replace chlorinated solvents with "environmentally friendly"
solvents (bond surface _reparation)
Delete Loctite from igni_._ retainer plate and iar_iter grain
rod
Two BSMs from Lot AAY, Batch 400-3256, will be subjected to the
environmental conditions as specified in Figure !-i. Figure 1-2
provides definition of the sequence for _esting and the associated
inspections. Environmental testing will be compiened per a CSD






The motor static firing will be conducted per SE0837 and the
additional requirements of this Dian. Fcilowing completion of all
testing, both environmental and static, the delta _cg_alification
motors will undergo post-sest evaluations.
The recorded performance data together with motion picture coverage
will provide the verificaticn documentation for the delta





Figure i-i. DELTA QUALIFICATION TEST MATRIX
CONFIGURATION/CONDITIONS
NUMBER OF INITIATORS



























Note: Since neither Aerohea= Shield or aft heat seal modifications
are involved, neither will he included in these Delta-Qualification
szatic firing tests at 25 ° = =_.d 125 ° F. Aeroheat Shields will be





Figure 1-2. DELTA QUALIFICATION TEST SEQUENCE
TEST ENVIRONMENT
Serial Number 1000734,Aft i000738, Fwd



















* Conducted at MSFC test facilities
Note: Lift-off, boost, and vehicle dynamics vibration as well
as ordnance shock may be performed in any sequence to






The objective of the enviror_en[ai =ests is to d_monstrate the
capability of the BSM to sustain defined temperature cycling and
_ibration/shock environments, i__e environments combine both aft
and forward BSM criteria for both the RSRB and ASRB.
The objective of the motor s_atic firings is to demonstrate that
the enhanced BSM meets she USBI !0SPC-0067A performance
requirements after sustaining :he environmental tests. A test
report will be written doc=menting all testing with results and
verification to all ccmmcnenz and motor performance delta






The success criteria for the design c.hanges and for each of the
tests is described separately below.
3 .I DESIGN CHANGES SUCCESS CRITERIA
The success criteria for each of the design changes listed on page
1 of this test plan and the combination environmental tests are
listed below:
(!) Vulcanized Insulator
Demonstrate abiiizy to remain in place during static test
and demonstrate ablative caDabiiities t_t show no more
than one-half ( _0 mils ) of the insulator to be eroded
during the static test. -Verification zo be obtained
through post-test 0° - 180 ° section measurements of fired
nozzle closure _nsuiation (Ref. Appendix A ) with
comparison to sectioned development vulcanized insulator
thicknesses.
(2) EA 9394 Adhesive
Demonstrate abiiizy to retain nozzle throat and igniter
components in place during static test such that their
performance is unaffected. Pre and post-test visual
examinations will verify throat performance. Pre-test x-
ray and post-_est sectioning will verify igniter
component joint performances.
(3) Iso-Static Molded ATJ Bulk Graphite Throat
Demonstrate ability to withstand environmentaiand static
test environments as evidenced bymaintaining structural
integrity ( no cracks ) and ailowing loaded motor to meet
program ballistic requirements.
(4) Deleted Igniter Adapter Insulator Ring
Demonstrate Adapter performance with
surface melting ( debris ).
no evidence of
(5) Demonstrate overall motor performance to meet ballistic
and structural requirements when subjected to combined
aft/fwd and SRB/_RB environmental loads. Verification I
to come from Appendix A inspections for i<ems ! - 5 above





3.2 T_4PERATURE CYCLING SUCCESS CRITERIA
The demonstration of the - 7 _._ toa_1_,, wic.hstand temperature _/cling
will be satisfied if the spec!-_ied environments of paragraph 5.1
are imposed on the test units and (I) motor component structural
integrity is maintained, (2) subsequent pre-static test x-rays show
no propellant cracks or debcnds, _nd (3) there is no adverse effect
on motor firing performance.
3.3 PRE-FIRE VIBRATION AND SHOCK SUCCESS CRITERIA
The pre-fire environments include lift-off, boost, and vehicle
dynamics vibration and ordr_ance shock. The demonstration of the
ability to withstand these environments will be satisfied if the
specified environments of paracrraphs 5.2 and 5.3 are imposed on the
test units and (I) motcr component structural integrity is
maintained, (2) subsequen- Dr-e-static test x- rays show no






3.4 MOTOR STATIC FIRING SUCCESS CRITERIA
Verification of the motor ballistic performance will be satisfied
if the data indicates compliance with the following re_quirements:
Total imDuise







T._=_ = T_ to T.= m_rAT/2
Pressure at E%IAT, psia
Propellant Bulk Temperature, °F
=_z<te_nzai Case Temperature, °F
Max _ected Operating Pressure (MEOP)












290 max a_ soak out
2220 psi












The pre-test CSD NDE will consist cf visual inspections and
x-rays of the loaded motor cases. X-rays will be taken at 0 °,
45 °, 90 ° and 135 ° to verify the following:
(a) Cracks - none allowed.
(b) Voids - any void or combination of %_ids shall not
decrease the propellant web thickness to less than
0.3 inches. The sum total increase in burning
surface area at any time due to the combined
effects of all surface or subsurface voids and
flashing shall not be greater t_n 16 square
inches.
(c) Separations/Unbonds - none allowed.
2)
3)
The pre-test CSD NDE of the Igniter Assembly will consist of
a side view x-ray to verify that all components are there and
correctly in place.
The pre-test CSD NDE of the Nozzle Closure Assembly .bonded
insulators will consist of the following:
(a) Ultrasonic and tap tests to verify that on the
forward part of the insulator near the crraphite
throat bond t.hat the total cumulative area of
unbond not exceed 2 square inches.
(b) ultrasonic and tap tests to verify that on the
remainder of the insulator bond area extending to
the O.D. no single unbond area shall exceed 5
square inches and the maximum total cumulative
unbond area not exceed i0 square inches.
(c) Edge Bond tests on the O.D. to verify that no
unbonds grea_er than 0.125 inches deep and 1.5
inches in circumferential length for an individual






5.0 ENVI_MENTAL TEST DESCRIPT_CN
The environmental tests include (i) temperature c/cling, (2) lift-
off, boost, and vehicle dynamics vibration, and (3) ordnance shock.
All test measurements will be .made with instruments whose
calibration is traceable to the National Bureau of Standards. Test
tolerances will be as specified in MIL-STD-810D, unless otherwise
specified.
Each environment will be discJssed separately below.
5.1 T_4PERATURE CYCLING
Both motors will be subjected to three continuous temperature
cycles at CSD per the following sequence:
CYCLE I CfcT_ 2 CYCLE 3
1 4 f I I
1 2 3 2 3 2 3
P$qC@_ure_
(I) Hold the motors at a stabilized average air temperature
of i33±3°F for 24 hours minimum.
(2) Subject the motors -!3±3_F within five minutes of removal
from the !33 ° c_nditioning. Hold the motors at a
stabilized average air temperature of -13±3°F for 24
hours minimum.
(3) Subject the motors i33±3°F within five minutes of removal
from the -13 ° conditioning. Hold the motors at a
stabilized average air temperature of 133_3°F for 24
hours minimum.
<4) After repeating stems (2) and (3) two more times (a total
of three _!cies), a_low the n_Dtors to recover to ambient
temperature (approximately 70°F) prior zo fturther
processing.






Conditioning period starts after the average air
tersperature inside the conditioning chamber s_abilizes at
the required temperature. Should the motor be out of
conditioning tolerances for grea_er Than 30 minutes, it






5.2 VIBRATION (Lift-off, Boost and Vehicle Dynamics)
All vibration testing will be completed at MSFC en_loying existing
test fixtures used for vibration testing of the adhesive test motor
(Ref. MSFC test report ED73 (93-05, Dated 14 January 1993).
Both motors will be temperature conditioned for a minimum of 24
hours prior to vibration, and shall be maintained at temperature
during vibration. One motor will be conditioned to i25+5/-0°F
the other to 25+0/-5°F. The conditioning period starts after the
average air temperature inside the conditioning chamber stabilizes
at the required temperature. Should the motor be out of
conditioning tolerances for creater than 30 minutes, it must be
reconditioned for twice the time out of tolerance.
The motors will be mounted in a USBI supplied flight-type aft BSM
bracket. This bracket mounts a single BSM to the SRB aft skirt.
The bracket holds the BSM centerline at an 18 ° 40' angle to its
base.
Vibration will occur in each of three crthogonal axes defined in
Figure 5.2-1. The control signal will be the average of two
accelerometers located on the fixture near the bracket/fixture
interface. One control accelerometer will be located near the
bracket at the forward end of the BSM and one near the aft. Two
triaxial response acceleromeners will be located as shown in Figure
5.2-1. The response accelerometers will be oriented in the test
axes shown in Figure 5.2-1.
The lift-off, _oost, and vehicle dynamics vibration environments
are shown in Figures 5.2-2 zb_ough 5.2-4. Vibration to these
environments may be performed _ any sequence. This includes
completing all 6hree environments in oneaxks of excitation before
moving to the next.
A visual inspection of the BSM motors will be performed between
































Figure 5.2-2. LIFT-OFF RANDOM VIBRATION CRITERIA
60 Seconds/axis
RADIAL AXIS
20 Hz @ 0.017 9_/Hz
20 - _5 Hz @ ÷6 dB/oc_
55 - 200 Hz @ 0.077 g=/Hz
200 - 280 Hz @ -II dB/oct
280 - 1200 Hz @ 0.022 _/Hz
1200 - 2000 Hz @ -4.5 dB/oct
- 2000 Hz ® 0.010 9_/Hz
Composite = 6.9 g_




Z0 Hz @ 0.016 g:/Hz
75 Hz @ +3 dB/ocu
i000 Hz @ O.06O g:/Hz
2000 Hz @ -3 dB/oct
=000 Hz @ 0.030 g_/Hz
Composite = I0.0 g=_











200 Hz 9 0.54 g=/Hz
350 Hz i -12 dB/oct
I000 Hz @ 0.060 g_/Hz
- 2000 Hz @ -6 dB/ocu
- _ooo Hz _ o.o15 g:/Hz
Composite = 14.0 g._ms
LONGITUDINAL AND TA_K_ENTZAL AXES
20 - 800 Hz @ 0.24 g:/Hz
800 - 2000 Hz _ -4 dB/oct
2000 Hz _ 0.071 gZ/Hz





Figure 5.2-4. VEHICLE DYS_%MICS CRITERIA




5 Hz @ 2.0 g's peak*
"0 Hz @ 0.7 g's peak
40 ._z @ 3.7 g's peak
_.ANDTANGENT_AXES
i0 -
Hz @ 4.3 g's peak*
10 HZ _ 0.7 o'S peak







Shock tests will be serfs-_r-.ed cn honh BSM motors at ambient
temperature conditions- ,iv:-'::=_,_.__.,. Tesns will be performed by
applying one shock byor_nam.ce or s_x snooks (one in each direction
of each axis) by mechanical <enhods _o the levels shown in Flexure
5.3-!. CSD wiii provide a mass simuiatcr for calibration of shock
test setuD.
All shock testing will be cc:ie_-ed at MSFC en_loying the existing
test fixtures used for shock -estlng of the adheslve test motor





Figure 5.3-1. SHOCK TEST CRITERIA





_0 Hz @ 24 g's peak
i00 Hz @ +12 dB/oct
100 Hz @ 94 g's peak
4000 Hz @ +6 dB/oct
i:3000 Hz @ 3750 9's peak





6.0 STATIC TEST DESCRIPTION
6.1 FACILITY REQUIREMENTS
_e BSM static tests will be performed_ in test bay ST-3 using the
existing six component thrust mount. A schematic of the motor and
test stand arrangement is shown in Ficnlre 6.1-1. _qe test stand
accuracy wi!l be ±2% for t_hrust measurements, ±1% for pressure, and
a flat frequency response width cf 1 dB between 0 to 15 Hz.
in addition, control and data acauisition station 1310 and
temperature conditioning cl-mmbers wi_i be used.
Both delta-qualification motors will use dual initiators since no
design changes were incc._crazed that would impact ignition
characteristics.
6.2 PRETEST ACTMTIES
Pro-static test activities will include the following with CSD QC
verification of data acauisi-_icn:
NOTE: All Zest anomalies will be documented and reported by Test
Engr.
(a) Prefire measuremen-_s in accordance with SE0837, Table ii.
(see figure 6.2-i)
(b) Prefire still chozccrachs of _
_ _ _ .e motor.
<c) Environmental Tesns cer_ Sections 5.1 through 5.3
Temperature O;c!inc
Lift-off, boost, and vehicle dynamics vibration
Ordnance shock
(d) Pre-static test __3E
Visual
X- ray
(e) install instr_aentanion in accordance with SE0837 and
Figure 6.2-2.




Install motor in test szand.
Verify tlnat tb--_usn vector (nozzle centerline) coincides
with sc<iai load ceil centeriine within +!.25°


































High-speedcameras (!000 fcs) will be used to document the static
z!rlngs ane to detect potential failure mcdes or debris. At least
two high-speed cameras will be mcun_ed so that their lines of sight
are parallel to and coincident with the nozzle exit plane. Field
of vlew of these cameras should approximately _ ft <across frame
diagonal) at the nozzle exit Dl_n6.-
At least two additional high-speed wide-field cameras will be
deployed to observe overall ci_me beb_vicr and to detect debris in
the plume. Field of view sncuii he approximately twelve feet in
the plane of the plume. All hich-sDeed cameras must be started
sufficiently prior to the i_ni_icn si6nai <approximately 2 seconds)
to ensure proper operation a_ i_crlltion.
One or more wide-field low-speed (64 fps) cameras will be used for
documentation. Run time will be frcm five seconds prior to
ignition to a minimum of thirzv seconds after burn out.
6.4 DATA REQUIP4_mEWTS
-_ne following data will be recorded during the static Zest:
(a) Chamber cressure _'
(b)
(c)
Nozzle c_.te_il.._ t.-2.-__stand side force thrust
Case wal! temperature; 500 ° F maximum. Measurements will
he taken before, durlng, and up to five minutes after
test.
(d) icrnition voltage
(e ) ignit ion c_rrent
(f) High speed cameras
(g) Docament a_/ cameras





6 .5 POST-TEST ACTMTIES
Post-static test activities include the following:
(a) Post-fire measurements in accordance with SE0837, Table
II (see figure 6.Z-i).
(b) Post-fire still photoc/raphs of the nozzle, insulated aft
closure, case, igniter, and fired motor.
(c) Digitally record the pressure, thrust, and temperature
data an a sampling rate of !000 samples per second (min).
Time histories Diots of pressure, thrust, and temperature
are re cg]ired. A digital tab runof each attribute versus
nime is required.
(d) Hardware will be inspected per the examination checklists
in Appendix A. The aft closures will be subjected to
post-test tap test, and edge unbond inspection. These
results will mapped as shown in Appendix A and con__ared
to pretest mapping to identify any bondline changes.
(e) The nozzle closures will be sectioned at the 0 ° - 180 °
line to determine post-test insulator thickn%esses and
compared to pre-test values to determine ablation rates.
(f) _ne Igniter assembly will be sectioned at a plane 90 ° I


















Final assembly weight, lb. X X
Throat diameter, in. (four 0 ° X X
equally spaced measurements) 45" X X
90" X X
135" X X
Exit diameter, in. (four 0 ° X X
equally spaced measurements 45" X X
90* X X
135" X X
Barometric pressure, in. Hg X X
Relative HumiditY X X
Ambient Temperature, °F X X




























































































C) Fwd Or Aft
d) Assmbly Lot-Serial Number
e,
e) m lUBber,, ,,
• o
f) Booster Assmbl:r l_.------
g) No=le S/x
II
2} Motor lnspectton (Before Dfsassemb17)
e) rz&mtne the ezter4or of the motor clse, Are there
any stgns of bulges, d|sc:o|or|ttons, or ttgns of gas
flow?
b) (zan_ne the nozzle subassembly.
0 Are there iny dfscolorattons or stuns of gas flov
externRI to the nozzle?
0 Any unusuI1 t_ow pltterns on nozzte utt cone?
O _r_|t 4nsert out of p|l¢l?






(If not fn place)
c) [za_tne the tgntter assembly ester/or. Is there
any discolorations or stgns of gas flov?
Descr4be 4n deta41 all |tent insured *?_S'. Have Photo_r|Dh 7








3) Aft L"1osure (After Oisisse.b1_)
(The design intent Is for none of the follw_ng events to occur)
a) £xmtne the 20-r_ng seal epees of the aft closure."
(Do not r_ove t_e O-rings at this t|ne)
ZS thel'e |.y evidence of gas leakage or O-r_ng
char Or IbllttOfl? An7 _tdence ef O-t_lng |l_re or O-rtng
Sglllng surface dMage
_0
b) A_¥ evtcrence o¢ thresd damage?
_S NO
c) Any evtdence of unusual ablation to Ift closure
Insuletton? NO
Describe _n dots11 all tte_s answered oTiS*. Hove Photogrlphy
record ]1 unusuel items.
- OAT[
I I I I IIII II I I II
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4) Iqotor Case Znsulat_on
After disassembly of the motor, v_sua117 t,zamtne'the motor case tnterl©r
(ustng APPROPRIATE l_ghtlng and fnspKtton oclU]lS_ent} Recoil the
conditions l_stecl belay. (The ties]g, tntent tS for none of the follmrtng
t.rents to occur) ....
a) [zamtne the ;_ O-r_n| seal areis at the _gn]ter Interface. Zs there
an7 evidence of gas leakage or O-rtng char or ablation?
• I"[5 NO
b) Ltamfne the 20-r_ng seal areas at the closure
(nterface. Is there in7 [YIO(NC[ of gas leakage.
O*rtng sealfng surface damage or threN dmge?
TE$ MO
c) Is there any evtdence of gas leatege thru the RTY
Insulation (Art £.d)? _S NO
a) Are there an_ stgns of _rregular ereston? * TES NO














(The aesllln Irntent fs for none of the follmrln| events to _¢ur)
,) [xmtne the 0*r_ng sea! i_eos of the _|ntt|r, (DO nO?.
rmove the 0*rtng it this time). ,*S there _y eT|de_ce
of gas leakage or O.ring char or |blltSon?
b) rs there |n_ dfsco|orlt_on, Indication Qf Hctsstvt
heittng, or stgns of gas r_ov?
c) 0tcl bot_ 4ntttJtors (_Zs) f|r_? T[S NO
Describe t. detlt1 ill 1iBis Insve_ed "TJ[S'. Xave Photography r_car_ 411
unusual Items.
| ii i Ill
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MIX ACCEPTANCE MOTOR TEST - BSM
SE0837
1.0 SCOPE. This specification establishes the requirements for
acceptance test firing of two motors selected from each propellant mix used






Successful completion of the verifications defined herein is a prerequisite
for submittal of the remaining mix CEIs to NASA for delivery.
2.0 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS. The following documents form a part of
this specification to the extent specified herein. In the event of conflict
between documents referenced here and other detailed content of sections 3,





Chemical Systems Division (CSD)
BI2000 Rocket Motor Assembly - Shipping Configuration
B12018 Case and Aft Closure/Nozzle Shell Assembly
B12879 Seal, Cover




Confined Detonating Fuse Initiator for
Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster
Performance requirements necessary for demonstra-
tion of CEI mix lot acceptability are listed in this section.
3.1.1 Propulsion. Each acceptance test motor shall demonstrate perform-




C!IEHICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION 5E0837
3.1.1.1 Web Action Time Total Impulse (ITWAT). The web action time total
impulse (6.1.17) shall be _ 14,000 ib-sec.
3.1.1.2 Action Time Total Impulse (ITAT). The action time impulse (6.1.18)
shall be _ 15,000 ib-sec.
3.1.1.3
29,0001b.
Maximum Thrust (F_te_X). The maximum thrust (6. I. 16) shall be _<
3.1.1.4 Web Action Time Average Thrust (TAWAT). The web action time





Web Action Time (WAT). The web action time (6.1.19) shall be
Total Time (TT). Total time (6.1.12) shall be _ 1.050 sea.
Pressure at End of Web Action Time (PCEWAT). Pressure at end of
web action time (6.1.14) shall be _ 2,000 psia.
3.1.2 Ignition. Each acceptance test motor shall demonstrate perform-
ance which meets the following requirements.
3.1.2.1 Ignition Interval. The ignition interval (6.1.13) shall be
0. I00 see.
3.2 Test Configuration.
3.2.1 Test Configuration Drawings. The configuration of the contract
end item of section 1 as assembled for the testing described herein shall be
in accordance with figure 1 and drawings referenced thereon.
3.2.2 Test Equipment Requirements. The configuration of the test
equipment used in performing the tests described herein shall be as follows.
3.2.2.1 Static Test Stand. A static test stand, capable of restraining
the test configuration of 3.2.1 according to the requirements of figure 1, note
O while nozzle centerline thrust to the of items 4measuring requirements
and 5 of Appendix A is required. In place, thrust calibration capability is
required.
3.2.2.2 Data System. A data system capable of recording the data of,
and meeting the requirements specified by, Appendix A is required.
3.2.2.3 Ordnance Initiation System. An ordnance control system to














<D TBI interfaces (2) are defined by MSFC drawing IOA00461.
© Remove the B13348-01-01 transducer port plug (item 21 of
PLB12000-OI-01) and install the pressure transducers
required by items I and 2 (Appendix A). The transducer
end fitting shall be a MS33656-E4 using I each 3-904 and
2-019 0-rings. Lubricate the 0-rings using MIL-G-4343




The motor/test stand attachment interface shall be the
8 forward threaded inserts as defined on B12018 and an
aft split compression ring. Forward attachment fasteners
shall be torqued to 325 in-lb maximum. Compression ring
bolts shall be torqued to 425 in-lb maximum.
-The B12879-01-01 cover seal (item 28 of B12000-01-01) may
be omitted. The B12099-01-01 weather seal (item 27 of B12000-
01-01) shall he removed prior to the temperature conditioning
of 4.2.3.2.
FICURE I. TEST CONFIGURATION









i_ebAction Time Total Impulse
Ection Time Total Impulse






























CHEMICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION SE0837
4.0 QUALITY ASSURANCE
4.1 Product Performance Requirement/Quality Verification Cross
Reference Index. All tests/verifications included herein shall be identified
as mix acceptance test verifications. All tests/verifications included herein
shall be conducted to the verification methods indicated in table I and as
described hereinafter. The equipment used in the performance of the tests
specified herein shall be within the calibration requirements of that equipment.
4.2 Tests/Verifications.
4.2.1 Drawing Compliance. The CEI in test configuration shall be
inspected to determine conformance to 3.2.1.
4.2.2 Pre-test Measurements. The measurements required by table II
shall be taken and recorded.
4.2.3 Static Tests. The static tests shall consist of separate
simulated flight functional tests of each of the acceptance motors wherein
the motors shall be ignited and burned. Data will be time recorded, digitized
and computer reduced and accepted.
4.2.3.1 Confisuration. Each motor will be prepared as in figure I and
assembled to the test equipment of section 3.2.2.
4.2.3.2 Test Temperature. Prior to establishing the configuration of
4.2.2.1 but after meeting the requirements of figure I, note Q , the test










i 30°F 24 hours 30 minutes
2 120°F 24 hours 30 minutes
4.2.3.3 Ambient Test Conditions. The motors shall be fired in an
ambient temperature and pressure environment.
4.2.3.4 Instrumentation. Measurements, as required by Appendix A, shall
be recorded.
4.2.3.5 Sequence.
4.2.3.5.1 Instrumentation Recording. The instrumentation of section
4.2.3.4 shall be recorded for a minimum of 1 second prior to issuance of the





CHEMICAL SYSTEMS DIVISION SE0837
TABLE II
PRE AND POST TEST MEASUREMENTS
Trimmed propellant weight, lb.















































CHEHICAL SYSTE_IS DIVISION SE0837
4.2.4 Post Test Measurements. The measurements required by table II
shall be taken and recorded.




6.1.1 Chamber Pressure. Chamber pressure (PC) is defined as the
recorded measurements required by Appendix A, items 1 and 2. PC may be
either measurement or the algebraic average of both.
6.1.2 Ignition Command. Ignition Command (IC) is defined by either
one of two alternative methods:
a) The first detectable increase above zero in the
recorded measurement required by Appendix A, item
3.
b) The first detectable increase above zero in the





I_nition Time. Ignition time (IT) is the time at ignition
It is also defined as time equal to zero for data reporting
6.1.4 Nozzle Centerline Thrust. Nozzle centerline thrust (FX) is
defined as the corrected recorded measurements required by Appendix A, items
4 and 5. FX may be either measurement or the algebraic average of both.
Algebraic.correction by the recorded measurements required by Appendix
A, items 6 and 7 shall be performed in order to quantify FX.
6.1.5 PC-Time Trace. The PC-time trace (PCTT) is defined as the
cross plot between PC and time (figure 2).
6.1.6 Initial Maximum Chamber Pressure. Initial maximum chamber
pressure (PC_[AX) is defined as the first maximum of PC (figure 2).
6.1.7 Beginning of Web Action Time. Beginning of web action time
(BWAT) is defined as that time on the PCTT at which PC has reached 75
percent of PCbLAX (figure 2).
6.1.7 End of Web Action Time. End of web action time (EWAT) is de-





(1) Extend the general shape of the PCTT prior
to and immediately after the beginning of
tailoff.
(2) Bisect the angle formed by these extensions.
(3) Extend the bisector to intersect the PCTT.
(4) EWAT is the time corresponding to the intersection
of (3) above.
6.1.9 Web Action Time. Web Action Time (WAT) is defined as the time
interval from BWAT to EWAT (figure 2).
6.1.10 End of Action Time. End of action time (FAT) is defined as
that time at which PC has decayed to a value equivalent to I0 percent of
PCMAX (figure 2).
6.1.11 Action Time. Action time (AT) is defined as the time interval
from BWAT to EAT (figure 2).
6.1.12 Total Time. Total time (TT) is defined as the time interval
from IT to the time at which PC has decayed to a value equivalent to 50
percent of PCEWAT (6.14) (figure 2).
6.1.13 Ignition Interval. Ignition interval (II) is defined as the
time interval from IC to BWAT (figure 2).
6.1.14 Pressure at End of Web Action Time. Pressure at the end of
web action time (PCEWAT) is defined as the value of PC at EWAT (figure 2).
6.1.15 Corrected Vacuum Thrust. Corrected vacuum thrust (CVT) is
defined as FX adjusted from ambient test pressure to vacuum.
6.1.16 Maximum Thrust. Maximum thrust (FMAX) is defined as the maxi-
mum observed CVT.
6.1.17 Web Action Time Total Impuls e .




Web action time total impulse
(CVT) AT
where: AT = data sampling interval













6.1.19 Web Action Time Average Thrust.





Web action time average thrust
408
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Head End Motor Chamber Pressure
No. 1
Head End Motor Chamber Pressure
No. 2
Ignition Current
Nozzle Centerline Thrust A
Nozzle Centerline Thrust B
Test Stand Calibration Force A
































/_ reference figure i for BSM motor interface references.
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